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SUMMARY
The Explicit Finite Element Method is a powerful tool in nonlinear dynamic finite ele-
ment analysis. Recent major developments in computational devices, in particular, General
Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU’s) now make it possible to increase the per-
formance of the explicit FEM.
This dissertation investigates existing explicit finite element method algorithms which
are then redesigned for GPU’s and implemented. The performance of these algorithms
is assessed and a new asynchronous variational integrator spatial decomposition (AVISD)
algorithm is developed which is flexible and encompasses all other methods and can be
tuned based for a user-defined problem and the performance of the user’s computer.
The mesh-aware performance of the proposed explicit finite element algorithm is studied
and verified by implementation. The current research also introduces the use of a Particle
Swarm Optimization method to tune the performance of the proposed algorithm automat-
ically given a finite element mesh and the performance characteristics of a user’s computer.
For this purpose, a time performance model is developed which depends on the finite ele-
ment mesh and the machine performance. This time performance model is then used as an
objective function to minimize the run-time cost.
Also, based on the performance model provided in this research and predictions about
the changes in GPU’s in the near future, the performance of the AVISD method is predicted
for future machines. Finally, suggestions and insights based on these results are proposed





The Explicit Finite Element Method is a powerful tool in nonlinear dynamic finite ele-
ment analysis. Recent major developments in computational devices, in particular, General
Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU’s) now make it possible to increase the per-
formance of the explicit FEM.
This dissertation investigates existing explicit finite element method algorithms which
are then redesigned for GPU’s and implemented. The performance of these algorithms
is assessed and a new asynchronous variational integrator spatial decomposition (AVISD)
algorithm is developed which is flexible and encompasses all other methods and can be
tuned based for a user-defined problem and the performance of the user’s computer.
The mesh-aware performance of the proposed explicit finite element algorithm is studied
and verified by implementation. The current research also introduces the use of a Particle
Swarm Optimization method to tune the performance of the proposed algorithm automat-
ically given a finite element mesh and the performance characteristics of a user’s computer.
For this purpose, a time performance model is developed which depends on the finite ele-
ment mesh and the machine performance. This time performance model is then used as an
objective function to minimize the run-time cost.
Also, based on the performance model provided in this research and predictions about
the changes in GPU’s in the near future, the performance of the AVISD method is predicted
for future machines. Finally, suggestions and insights based on these results are proposed
to help facilitate future explicit FEM development.
1.2 Problem Statement
Dynamic analysis computes trajectories and mechanical properties of materials as a func-
tion of time. The solution methods used in this area are mainly classified as explicit and
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implicit methods. The implicit methods are typically most applicable to linear problems
and can have larger time steps than the explicit methods for these problems. However for
nonlinear problems, implicit methods may require a large number of iterations. On the
other hand, explicit methods require very small time steps but do not require iterations and
the computational effort per time step has a linear relationship with respect to the number
of elements. Explicit methods are typically much more suited where the strain rate is high
as in blast or impact loadings.
Explicit methods are ideal for highly nonlinear phenomena such as crash, blast, impact,
etc. The time-step requirement for these problems typically require a large number of time-
steps, which is very costly. Practical nonlinear problems in this area may require several
days to finish. Also with multiple loading conditions and mesh adaptivity, simulations
longer than a few milliseconds are currently impractical for many problems.
This document delineates a research program focusing on introducing new explicit finite
elements method (FEM) algorithms for Graphical Processing units (GPU’s), including a
GPU “spatial decomposition” algorithm [10] and GPU algorithms for the asynchronous vari-
ational integrator (AVI) method [51]. The AVI Spatial Decomposition algorithm (AVISD)
is an algorithm that is very flexible and comprehensive and can be tuned for different
situations.
Then for the first time, a self-tuning algorithm based on the input problem is introduced.
The AVISD algorithm is adaptable and using an optimization method, it can be set to
produce maximum performance. In order to minimize the time-cost function, there is a need
for a formula for the time-performance model to be developed. This time-performance model
is generated by running multiple tests under various conditions and using minimum sums
of squares analyses, in order to find the constants of the performance model by regression
analysis from benchmark problems. After that, the time-performance model is used as
the objective function and the Particle Swarm Optimization method [42] is used to tune
the parameters of the AVISD method. This way, a self-adapting mesh-aware algorithm is
formed.
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The computational devices, GPU’s in particular, are changing rapidly and the com-
putational throughput in the near future will be orders of magnitude greater than today.
There are several problems that need more computational power such as adaptive dynamic
analysis, with multiple load cases, and the simulation of longer time phenomena which are
not practical with today’s machines and algorithms. Since the performance of algorithms
depend on the computer architecture, investment in the implementation of algorithms and
designing new algorithms must be performed with a knowledge and foresight of the machines
available in the near future.
In computational mechanics, no study has been carried out to predict the performance
of explicit FEM algorithms on future computers. This research will use the performance
relationships derived, along with the available predictions of the future computing devices
proposed by computer scientists to further predict the performance of explicit FEM on
future machines.
1.3 Background
1.3.1 Dynamic analysis of structures
Simulation of dynamic behavior of fluids and solids has long been of interest of engineers
[6, 12]. The applications span a wide range of structural dynamics [4], material forming
processes [80], wave propagation [64], etc. Finite element applications in structural dynam-
ics also include problems in earthquake engineering [82, 50], stability analyses, crash [69],
impact [77] and blast simulations [36].
Different simulation methods have been proposed for structural dynamics purposes
mainly using the direct integration methods [7]. These methods are mainly categorized
as implicit, explicit and hybrid implicit-explicit methods.
The implicit methods usually involve solving a system of simultaneous linear equations.
These methods are capable of using larger time-steps, however, cases involving high non-
linearity require computing and assembling the matrices repeatedly during the iterations.
Therefore, implicit methods are most often used in problems with low nonlinearity and
larger simulation durations [57, 76].
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The explicit methods, on the other hand, deal with each finite element independently.
Each finite element’s stresses and forces are derived directly from the position of its nodes
and each node’s acceleration is merely due to the effect of forces of the elements directly
connecting to that node. This “local” formulation results in uncoupled equations. Since
there is no need for iterations, these methods are very effective in nonlinear problems [46,
64, 67]. There have also been some efforts to mix the explicit and implicit methods into
different hybrid implicit-explicit methods [27, 32].
The implicit methods require the storing of the global stiffness matrix, so the memory
required is of order O(n2) (O is the Big O notation) with respect to the number of elements,
n. Also, the floating point operations needed to solve a linear system is of order O(n3). On
the other hand, the explicit algorithms do not need the assembly and storing of a stiffness
matrix. The memory needed is linearly proportional to the number of elements, O(n), and
since the equations are uncoupled and are solved once for each element, the floating point
operations required to solve one time-step is also of order O(n).
The only drawback of the explicit methods is the stability time-step requirement[60].
This time-step is the minimum time needed for the stress waves to travel through one
element, which can be in the order of microseconds in practical problems. This time-step
requirement leads to many time-steps if the duration of the simulation is long. Therefore, the
explicit methods have been used mainly in simulating nonlinear and short time phenomena
such as crash, blast and impact.
As a common approach to solve a general problem by the explicit method, the time-step
for all elements is chosen to be the minimum required time-step among all elements. This
“naive” method is the simplest, the most popular and the easiest to implement. However,
the computational effort is high, due to the choice of minimum time-step for all elements,
and hence, higher update frequency. This means since all elements are updated with a small
time-step, elements will advance in time in smaller steps and so larger number of time-steps
are required. Here, the update frequency can be defined as the inverse of the time-step.
Different methods have been proposed to overcome this issue. Belytschko proposed sub-
cycling methods, where neighbor elements could have different time-steps, but multiples of
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each other [8]. Neal and Belytschko later offered another method where non-integer (but
not totally arbitrary) time-steps were allowed [60]. This method is sometimes called the
“domain decomposition method” and works best where large portions of adjacent elements
have equal time-steps and the boundary between different size elements is small compared
to the entire mesh. Therefore, this method is not efficient for problems that have a large
number of elements of different size. Also, different regions and the boundary has to be
defined by the user.
Gradual energy dissipation during simulation is a potential issue in dynamic analysis
and it is aggravated in long term simulations since the energy is dissipated step by step and
large number of steps can lead to relatively high dissipated energy. Variational Integrators
which preserve momentum have been used by many including Veselov [89, 90], Wendlandt
and Marsden [94], and, Marsden and West [58]. Kane [40] showed that the Newmark-beta
method [61] is also a variational method and can be derived in that way. Lew and Marsden
also studied variational time integrators [52] and developed an asynchronous variational
integrator [51] which allows arbitrary time-steps for each element. This method is very
interesting since the maximum possible time-step at each element will be used and the
computational work is minimized. However, as will be explained in chapters 3 and 4, this
method exhibits less available parallelism and shows a more inherent sequential nature,
which is a drawback for parallel processing.
There have been some doubts concerning the stability of some of the explicit FEM
methods. Daniel [16] stated that Neal and Belytschko’s method is “statistically stable” but
unstable for some time-steps smaller than the stability limit (the time-step dictated by the
size of the element which guarantees passing the stress wave through one element during
one time-step). Rangarajan and Lew [75] showed that the resonances are generally not an
issue and can be solved by gradually changing the sizes of the elements. This is still an issue
if the time-steps are held constant. Fong et al. [22] showed that the resonance instabilities
in asynchronous variational integrators are not a problem in solid mechanics applications.
Resonance instabilities are the type of instabilities that are caused by rapid changes in
element sizes and there is numerical errors in the process of waves passing between the
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small and the large elements.
In research studies on explicit FEM algorithms, each algorithm is only compared with
the “naive” algorithm and to the knowledge of the author, none of these studies have com-
pared their proposed algorithms with others. One of the main contribution of this research
program is providing performance relationships for different algorithms and comparing the
new AVISD algorithm with the most common existing algorithms.
1.3.2 Application of Parallel Processing in explicit FEM
Many finite element dynamic analyses require a very fine mesh and a large number of
time-steps for better accuracy. This computational cost can be formidable and render the
numerical methods useless in some cases. Today, there are many practical problems that
take a significant amount of time even for a single dynamic loading condition [85].
Limited studies on adaptive explicit dynamic analysis have been conducted [73] since the
run-times are very high, the algorithms’ efficiency is mesh-dependent and the relationship
of the algorithm run-time with the structure of an arbitrarily generated mesh is not well
understood. In addition, since the explicit FEM is dominantly used for nonlinear problems,
the superposition principle is not valid and the structure has to be solved under different
load-combinations, which is impractical due to the high time cost of the simulations.
Also, the simulation duration of practical explicit analyses usually range between a
millisecond and a second. Longer simulations often require more computational throughput
than available today.
According to this computational demand, many researchers have long felt the need for
higher computational capacity using parallel processing in particular. Parallel processing is
the use of simultaneous computational units to solve a single problem and engineers have
been taking advantage of this parallel processing for several decades [31]. Various numerical
algorithms have been developed and optimized specifically for parallel machines [59]. The
structural engineering community has in part taken advantage of parallel processing for
different purposes [1, 23], mainly static and dynamic finite element analyses [81, 45, 9].
One of the newest and most rapidly developing branches of parallel processing is the use
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of graphical processing units (GPU’s) in scientific computing. General purpose graphical
processing units (GPGPU) have recently turned into one of the most interesting areas
of research in high performance computing (HPC), because the new GPU’s are relatively
cheaper, have a significantly higher computational throughput for single instruction-multiple
data (SIMD) class of problems, and are now made with native double-precision computation
ability. In 2009, NVIDIA introduced FERMI GPU’s that significantly improved double
precision performance[62]. Among the top ten fastest supercomputers available in 2013,
five use GPU’s to achieve higher performance, including the Tianhe-2 [86]
GPUs have been around since 1990, but the scientific computing capability and develop-
ment kits have only been recently available. In years after 2003, general purpose computing
became possible, however, deep hardware knowledge was necessary. After the Compute
Unified Device Architecture language (CUDA, which is a computer language for GPU’s)
was introduced in 2006, the GPGPU development became more user-friendly and straight-
forward. However, CUDA only supports NVIDIA GPU’s [65]. The CUDA language is
based on the C language with compilers and libraries to develop code for GPGPU’s. In
2008, Apple formed the Khronos group and gathered specialists from different CPU and
GPU manufacturers and software specialists and introduced the Open Computing Language
(OpenCL) [44]. OpenCL is based on the C language and is available on several CPU and
GPU platforms including AMD, NVIDIA and Intel GPU’s and Intel and AMD CPU’s.
A few years ago, CPUs hit their clock frequency limit, which lead to multi-core systems.
A CPU by nature is a very fast computation unit optimized for sequential computing. On
the other hand, the GPUs contain hundreds to thousands of computing units. Nowadays,
GPU computation throughput exceeds, by an order of magnitude, the throughput of current
CPUs [68].
GPGPU has been used in finite elements in the past decade. In 2004, Wu et al. used
GPUs for interactive 3D soft tissue modeling [97]. Goddeke tested a simple finite elements
problem on a GPU [25]. They solved the Poisson’s equation for a unit square with dirich-
let boundary conditions and bilinear elements with different sizes. Komatitsh worked on
elastodynamics of linear anisotropic materials [48]. In 2008, Taylor published a paper on
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nonlinear finite elasticity using GPGPU for surgical simulations [84]. Also in 2008, Comas
published a paper on soft tissue modeling [13]. In 2009, Goddeke accelerated problems in
linear elasticity using GPUs [26]. In 2010, Komatitsch analyzed seismic wave propagations
[47]. Various basic linear algebra problems have also been solved on GPUs [43, 21, 19, 70, 88].
In addition to these, many other studied using GPUs for finite element applications in the
past five years [37, 56, 39, 74, 17, 20, 83, 5, 24, 41, 11, 49, 15].
All these studies with GPU’s used a constant time-step scheme, i.e. the aforementioned
naive method, which is highly inefficient if the finite element mesh is non-uniform.
Computer scientists predict that the computational capacity of the GPU devices will
be orders of magnitude larger in the next decade. In 2010, Nickolls et al. mention that
the GPU’s will continue to scale in performance about 50 percent per year[62]. With the
mentioned need for faster explicit FEM solvers and better algorithms, and the rapid growing
of GPU’s, studying the application of GPU’s under new and more sophisticated algorithms
and understanding these changes seem inevitable for engineers. In the process of the current
research, the predicted performance of the AVISD method in the near future is studied.
Currently, the only explicit FEM algorithm method used on GPU’s is the naive method,
however, some work has been done to parallelize other methods for CPU’s, such as the AVI
method [38, 34] and the domain decomposition method [85]. Some of the most recent
implicit and explicit FEM studies have been carried out on GPU’s[18, 98, 3].
1.4 Research Objectives
In the current research, all explicit FEM algorithms including the naive method, the “spatial
decomposition” algorithm [29], the “Domain Decomposition” algorithm[8], are examined
and adapted for GPU’s. The goal here is to identify the potential and flaws in each of these
algorithms and be able to design a new reliable algorithm. A rudimentary parallel AVI
algorithm [51] called the AVI coloring algorithm is also introduced.
These different algorithms are expected to perform differently according to
1. The size of the problem
2. The mesh’s statistical properties (variance, distribution homogeneity, etc.)
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3. Machine architecture
After identifying the potentials in each method, at the next stage, a new parallel AVI
Spatial Decomposition algorithm (AVISD) is designed, which encompasses all other algo-
rithms, is flexible and also versatile.
In order to understand the machine specifications and problem specifications’ role in the
performance of the problem, a performance model is generated and verified by implemen-
tation.
Having the generated performance model as an objective function and using Particle
Swarm Optimization, the AVISD method can be tuned to a specific computer and mesh,
before the start of the solution.
At the next stage, the predicted architecture of the future computation systems in the
near future is studied, and by using the performance relationships derived, the performance
of the AVISD method for the future architectures is examined.
In this work, the OpenCL language along with the C++ language have been chosen,
because of the better potential for hybrid CPU-GPU applications and also the universality
of the OpenCL-compatible hardware.
The result of the implementations of the designed algorithms lead to a software called
“paraDyn”, which is a multi-algorithm C++ based platform for explicit FEM.
1.5 Organization of Dissertation
Chapter 2 delineates the basics of an elasto-plastic nonlinear dynamic finite elements anal-
ysis. Chapter 3 explains existing and new parallel explicit FEM algorithm. Chapter 4 ex-
plains the new general parallel explicit AVI Spatial Decomposition algorithm called AVISD.
In chapter 5, the time cost performance model is discussed and the tuning and optimization
process of the AVISD algorithm is explained in detail. Chapter 6 explains some predictions
of the future cost and trends of the explicit FEM based on the predictions of the future
for GPU’s and also the generated performance model in chapter 5. Finally in chapter 7,
conclusions, the list of contributions of the current research program, some explanations




This chapter explains the details of an explicit elasto-plastic finite elements formulation,
which is used during the course of this research.
2.1 Classical transient structural analysis
Transient dynamic analysis seeks to compute the trajectory and the relevant needed enti-
ties (stress, displacement, etc.) of the body under the condition of dynamic stability and
conservation of mass and energy.
The finite element method (FEM) is a tool to simplify a continuum by discretization into
finite number of sub-regions with simplified displacement space. In the current chapter, the
details of the explicit dynamic analysis are illustrated and also the stages of the step-by-step
solution of the explicit dynamic analysis by the use of the FEM are outlined in this chapter.
In addition, the details of the numerical solution considering plasticity are explained.
2.1.1 Equilibrium Equation
The dynamic equilibrium equation (Newton’s second law) to be solved in solid mechanics
can be derived:
ρüi − σij,j = fi(t, x) in Ω, i, j = 1, 2, 3 (1)
σijnj = gi(t, x) on ω (2)
In which u is the displacement, ρ is the mass density, σ is the stress tensor and f is the
equivalent external and body force, Ω is the domain of the material, ω is the boundary of
Ω, n is the unit normal to ω and g represents the traction on the boundary ω. Also, the
“, j” subscript indicates differentiating w.r.t. xj .
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2.1.2 Galerkin Method
In order to solve equations 1 and 2, the Galerkin method can be used to approximate the
solution by using the test function vi and computing the weighted residuals.
Note that here, the damping is ignored for simplicity, however, damping effects can be
included if needed, but all the problems throughout this thesis are solved without damping.
By multiplying vi by both sides of equations 1 and 2 and integrating the first one over Ω




















(σij,jvi + σijvi,j)dΩ (4)
Substituting equation 4 into equation 3, yields:∫
Ω








In order to solve equation 5, the finite elements method is normally used for the discretiza-
tion in space.
The total domain is broken into sub-domains called elements:
Ω = ∪Ωe, Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅ for i 6= j (6)
The elements are connected to each other by nodes. Each element’s displacement can





In which Ni’s are the so-called shape functions and n is the total number of nodes of
the element.
The shape functions have the following properties:
n∑
i=1
Ni(x) = 1 (8)
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Ni(xj) = 0 i 6= j (9)



















































The domain of integrations is discretized over all elements and the integrations can be
computed element by element. Equation 11 is defined at each point in the time domain.
2.1.4 Time discretization
The next task is to discretize the problem in the time domain. Here, the Newmark-beta
method can be used because there is no numerical damping in this method, as will be
explained in more detail in section 2.3.3. Numerical damping is caused by losing the total
energy gradually during the course of simulation due to numerical errors. However, using
other methods is possible and does not significantly affect the process. Also, the material
damping is neglected in this formulation. By using the finite difference scheme and the
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= (un+1 − un)/∆tn+1















+ ün+1 ∗∆tn+ 1
2
(18)
These equations hold at each node and every degree of freedom respectively. For solv-
ing equations 18, the initial displacements and velocities (initial conditions) and also the








To calculate the internal forces, first the strain is calculated from the displacements, and
then the new stresses are computed. After that, the nodal forces are computed. At each
node, the internal forces of all element connected to that node are added together. This
equivalent nodal force, added with the external forces and the body forces is the force that
results due to the acceleration of the node.
The total force acting is the sum of the internal resisting forces, the external surface








Equation 19 requires inverting the mass matrix. By assuming a diagonal mass matrix
(lumped mass), the equations become uncoupled and the matrix inversion is not required.
If the damping is included, in the same way, the diagonal damping matrix assumption is
required to prevent a matrix inversion. This is one of the major assumptions of explicit
FEM without which this method would not have been successful due to the computational
effort required to invert the mass matrix. This assumption is very common [60] and some
research has been done to show its accuracy and convergence[96].
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Wu et al. illustrated two examples: a part impact problem, and a vehicle crash problem,
in which the assumption of diagonal mass proved to be accurate. For the second problem,
they showed that the computational cost of the consistent mass matrix was three times the
computational cost of the diagonal mass matrix. In addition, the stability time-step for the
consistent mass matrix was smaller than the time-step requirement for the diagonal mass
matrix. In other words, the consistent mass matrix needed smaller time-steps to remain
computationally stable[95].
The overall schematic of the time-steps are presented in Figure 2.1. The values of
displacements and accelerations are known at the main steps and the velocities are calculated
on half-steps. This method is usually referred to as the central difference method.
Figure 2.1: The time-line details. The circles represent starts and ends of time-steps and
the stars represent the half-steps in which the velocities are calculated.
In Figure 2.1, Xn, Vn, and An represent the position, velocity and acceleration of the
nodes at step n respectively. Here, if the time-steps are constant during the simulation, then
∆tn−1, ∆tn+1/2, and ∆tn+1 will be equal. Figure 2.2 shows the flowchart of the explicit
finite element analysis, which is very simple and straightforward.
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Figure 2.2: Explicit time discretization.
More details on the classical explicit FEM can be found in several books including the
one by Wu and Gu [95]. The next chapter explains some details of the nonlinear FEM
formulations used during the current research.
2.2 Plastic Finite Elements Analysis
Many of the practical applications of the explicit dynamics involve highly nonlinear behav-
ior including large deformations, large rotations and also elasto-plastic material behavior.
Although most of the formulations in finite elements analysis are derived from the principle
of stationary energy and/or principle of stationary action, theses formulations can also be
used when non-conservative behavior is involved.
When plastic behavior is present, the energy is not constant anymore, because the
plastic behavior damps energy. So, the action is not stationary, but by assuming that the
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time-steps are small enough and defining a plastic potential function, it is still possible to






In which u is the displacement vector, V is the potential function, ∇ indicates the
gradient operator, and f int indicates the internal force vector. This will help us to continue
using the methods that assume the existence of a potential function for the forces, including
the variational methods, which will be discussed in more details in section 2.3. The index
notation holds throughout this section.
The yielding limit is determined from the yield function, f , which is a function of the
stress state.
f(σij) = k(κ) (22)
In which k is a material parameter from experimental results, and κ is the hardening
parameter.







The elastic part is derived from the Hooke’s law. Since in the elastic case:
σij = Cijklεkl (24)








Here, the prime superscript indicates the deviatoric stress terms.
To express the plastic strain terms, it is common [66] to assume that εpij is proportional






in which dλ is a dimensionless proportionality ratio. This equation is called the flow
rule, which dictates the flow of the material after the yield point. The assumption of f ≡ Q
enables us to develop certain variational principles as stated at the beginning of this section.
This is a common and valid assumption in most cases and such a formulation will be called

















































and ET is the instantaneous slope of the stress-strain relationship in the one-dimensional
effective stress and strain space. The value of a depends on the flow rule chosen. The
derivation and more details on this issue can be found in common plasticity textbooks [66].
2.3 Explicit FEM Algorithms
As stated before, there have been many attempts to reduce the computational work in
explicit dynamics. Basically, these studies focus on avoiding element force calculation more
frequently than needed.
In 1981, Belytschko et al. [8] offered partitioning of the mesh into different parts with
integer ratio of the time-step. Neal and Belytschko [60] later lifted this assumption and
allowed non-integer (but not arbitrary) ratio of time-steps. They showed that the plastic
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analysis by their method maintained reasonable energy accuracy. These methods are usually
referred to as the sub-cycling methods. Daniel [16] later stated that the sub-cycling methods
are stable in a “probabilistic sense” and have been used successfully.
These methods are dependent on the user-defined sub-domains and sometimes are called
the domain decomposition algorithms. Each domain maintains a particular constant time-
step ratio and the boundary nodes and elements are updated according to the minimum
time-step.
Halleux and Casadei [29], developed a “spatial decomposition” algorithm, which is not
dependent on the user-defined domains. In 2003, Lew et al. introduced a variational based
method which allowed arbitrary time-steps for each element.
The time-step requirements arise from the fact that during one step of the analysis,
the stress wave must be able to travel through the element in order to keep the solution
stable and valid. This required time-step depends on the speed of the wave, which is an
inherent material property, and also the size of the element. So, the smallest dimension of
the element divided by the speed of the wave gives the time wave requires to travel through





As will be explained below in more detail, the parameter s is a safety factor between 0
and 1, di is radius of the largest circle contained in the element and ci is the speed of wave






A safety factor is required to account for the effects of element distortions and shape
irregularities in the stability time-step requirement. Also, the changes in the element size
during simulation can cause the stability time-step to change. Lew et al. used a value of
0.1[51], and the same value is used in this research, although this value is believed to be
very conservative.
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In which λ and µ are the Lamé constants and ρ is the material density. The safety
factor, s is usually enforced to account for possible future changes in the dimensions of the
elements and also the slight changes in the speed of wave under different internal stress
conditions. In cases of identity of materials used in each element, the only governing factor
affecting the minimum time-step is the size of the elements.
There are mainly 4 different explicit FEM algorithms:
1. Naive algorithm [66]
2. Domain decomposition [60]
3. Spatial decomposition [29]
4. Asynchronous variational integrator (AVI) [51]
The naive algorithm is the best in terms of simplicity and ease of implementation and it
works best when the elements are uniform which that is not always the case. A comparison
has to be made to check at what point, in terms of a mesh’s statistical properties such as
mesh size variance, homogeneity, etc, this algorithm ceases to be the most efficient.
The domain decomposition algorithm is efficient when there are several user-defined
regions with constant time-step for each region. This method is not automatic and needs
data from the user and also is not useful if the mesh changes for any reason, including
adaptive mesh resizing. Furthermore, the explicit methods proved to exhibit instability
when there is sudden change in element size. Element size should be changed gradually
to avoid instability [16]. For this reason, this method proved to be only “statistically
stable”, as mentioned in section 1.3.1. For these reasons, this method was not chosen to be
implemented.
The spatial decomposition algorithm is automatic and does not require manual assign-
ment of time-steps to the elements. It also accepts an arbitrary mesh. However, it is stated
by Casadei et al[10] that this algorithm is not always efficient and its efficiency depends on
the mesh. This efficiency is not well understood and needs to be further studied. Casadei
et al. implemented and compared this algorithm with the naive algorithm by solving a bar
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impact [30] problem. They reduced the run-time from 61.9 seconds to 6.75 seconds by using
spatial partitioning.
The AVI method allows using an arbitrary time-step for each element, which makes it
the best in terms of computational work in the sequential (single computational unit) case.
But all the elements cannot be updated simultaneously and there is a chain of dependence
between neighbor elements as stated by Lew et al. [51]. In the same paper, Lew et al.
compared this method with the naive algorithm by solving a three-dimensional L-shaped
beam and showed that the number of elemental updates required by AVI was one third of the
naive algorithm using the Newmark method. It is not obvious under what mesh conditions
this algorithm will perform better than the naive method and the spatial decomposition
method, if there are enough parallel computational units available.
The term “Numerical Instability” is used to describe the case where accumulating error
in a numerical simulation can make a solution process unstable resulting in the solution
diverging from a correct solution, or by causing an error such as stack overflow, division by
zero, etc, resulting in the program aborting.
In this chapter, different explicit FEM algorithms are explained and pros and cons of
each are stated.
2.3.1 The naive algorithm
As stated earlier in this chapter, the size of the element governs the time-step size. In
practical physical problems, occasionally, some reasons such as local accuracy, isolated
nonlinearity or localized high stress gradients enforce the choice of smaller mesh sizes in a
particular part of the domain, or having a mesh size gradient in a portion or throughout
the physical domain.
As the first choice, it is possible to choose the smallest time-step among all the required
time-steps as the global time-step. This way, all elements will have the same time-step,
all minimum time-step requirements are satisfied, and no synchronization is required. This
method follows the flowchart in Figure 2.3 for all elements concurrently.
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Figure 2.3: Naive explicit FEM simple flowchart.
The naive algorithm satisfies all the requirements and also allows very simple implemen-
tation and portability of the code. On the other hand, this choice requires all the elements
to be updated as frequently as the smallest element. If the mesh is highly inhomogeneous
and very few super-small elements exist, this method is also very inefficient.
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2.3.2 Spatial decomposition algorithm
The spatial decomposition method categorizes elements into groups with time-steps ∆T ,
∆T/2, ∆T/4,. . . . Each element’s inherent required time-step is calculated based on equa-
tion 33. After that, a maximum time-step is chosen and all elements are grouped accord-
ingly.
Casadei and Halleux made four observations [10]:
1. In the process of updating the elements, their intrinsic stability time-step (tcriti ) must
be respected.
2. If the acceleration or velocity of a node is updated, all elements attached to it are
affected.
3. The critical time-step of all elements attached to a node must be respected in the
process of updating the velocity or acceleration of that node.
4. The configuration (meaning the position of all attached nodes) of an element must be
updated before updating that element (meaning calculating the internal and external
forces of that element).
Based on these observations, they introduced rules that must be satisfied to keep the
validity of the simulation results, which is the validity of the equilibrium equations and
avoiding numerical damping (reduction of total energy due to numerical errors):
1. The velocity and acceleration of a node has to be updated at least as frequently as




In which ∆tavi is the time-step of updating node i’s velocity and acceleration and n(i)
is the group of all elements attached to node i.
2. Updating an element (stresses, internal forces) must be done at least as frequently as





m(i) here is the list of all elements attached to node i and ∆ti is the new and more
restricted time-step requirement of element i.
3. The displacements and position of the nodes must be updated at least as frequently
as the restricted requirement of all its attached elements stated in rule 2.
∆tdxi = min(∆tn(i)) (37)
∆tdx is the time-step requirement on displacement and position update of node i.
The full algorithm is explained in the following in detail [10, 29]. A general review on
the algorithm is provided here.
The set of possible time-steps, τ is defined as:
τ =
{
∆T,∆T/2, · · · ,∆T/(2d−1)
}
(38)
in which d is defined to be the size of the set τ . A cycling level is a smaller time-step
within a macro step ∆T , with the size of the smallest time-step, ∆T/(2d−1). At first, the
minimum and maximum ∆t among all element is calculated. The authors state that if the
∆tmax/∆tmin ratio is larger than 1.7, the spatial decomposition algorithm is not feasible,
because there is a need to use a smaller time-step for smaller elements than in the naive
algorithm[10]. If spatial decomposition is used, the maximum number of cycling levels will
be calculated as follows:
Initially, by having all time-steps dictated by stability for each element, d can be found
[10]:
d = ceiling(log2(∆tmax/∆tmin)) + 1 (39)
Then each element K is assigned a stability time-step (δtK) from the group:
δtK ∈ τ (40)




Then, the element stability frequency is defined as:
φK = δtK/δtmin (42)
The nodal velocity and accelerations have to be updated at least as frequently as the con-
nected elements’ stability frequencies. So, the frequency of the node velocity/acceleration
update will be:
ψi = maxφK ∀ element K connected to node i (43)
The elemental forces have to be updated at least as frequently as all their nodes. So,
the frequency of updating elemental forces is:
φ̄K = maxψi ∀ node i ∈ element K (44)
And finally, the frequency of updating the nodal displacements has to be longer than the
force frequency of all connected elements:
ψ̄i = max φ̄K ∀ element K connected to node i (45)
φd is defined to be the maximum frequency possible. φd is equal to 2
d−1, because the
maximum frequency will be the frequency associated with the smallest time-step:
φd = (∆T )/(∆T/(2
d−1)) = 2d−1 (46)
At each macro step, there will be d micro-steps, because the smallest time-step is ∆T/.
The micro-step counter will be denoted by I and the macro-step counter by N . The action
function, m, is the indicator of what updates are possible to be performed. The definition
of m, the action function is:
m(I) = φd/κ(I) (47)
In which κ(I) is the highest power of 2 factored in I.
The following is the pseudo-code for the spatial decomposition algorithm:
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Algorithm 1 Spatial Decomposition Algorithm
1: u← u0, v ← v0, N ← 0, I ← 0, m← 1, F int ← 0, F ext ← 0
2: N ← N + 1
3: I ← I + 1
4: Compute m(I) from equation 47
5: For all elements k for which φ̄K ≥ m(I), update the elemental internal forces
6: For all nodes i for which ψi ≥ m(I), calculate the equivalent nodal forces and the new
accelerations: ai ← (F exti + F inti )/mi
7: For all nodes i for which ψi ≥ m(I), calculate the new velocities: vi ← vi + ∆T/ψi ∗ ai
8: For all nodes i for which ψ̄i ≥ m(I), calculate the new configuration: xi ← xi+∆T/ψ̄i∗vi
9: If I < M , go to step 3 (the next cycle)
10: If N < Nfinal, go to step 2 (the next step)
11: End
This algorithm is very sensitive to the ratio of element sizes. If the time-steps of different
elements are close to each other, the use of the naive algorithm is more feasible. It is also
possible to have two regions with two main ∆T and update the boundary elements and
nodes between the two regions by the time-steps dictated by both regions. The boundary
elements and nodes will be updated more frequently, but this idea will give the method
more versatility and the ability to work with several user-defined connected regions with
different time-steps, as shown in Figure 2.4:
Figure 2.4: Adjacent domains with different sizes. The boundary elements are hashed.
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2.3.3 Asynchronous variational integrator algorithm
The asynchronous variational integrator (AVI) method uses Hamilton’s variational principle
[51]. A variational integrator discretizes the Lagrangian. This approach preserves the local
momenta and energy. Because of this, no numerical damping occurs during the solution.
The Newmark-Beta method has been shown to be a variational integrator[51].
The main feature of the AVI algorithm is the ability to use arbitrary time-steps for each
individual element. A brief description of the algorithm is provided here.
First, the deformation mapping is introduced:
x = φ(X, t), X ∈ Ω (48)
x is the position at time t, X is the initial configuration and φ is the deformation map.
Also, Ω is the physical domain of the problem. The boundary of the domain will be referred
to as ω. φ̇(X, t) and φ̈(X, t) then refer to the velocity and acceleration at each point X of
the original configuration at time t.
The potential energy is defined as follows:










Where u is the strain energy density, ρ is the mass density, B is the body forces, T is
the traction and dω is the unit boundary surface. The kinetic energy is given by:






And the Lagrangian is:
L(φ, φ̇, t) = T − V (51)




L(φ, φ̇, t)dt (52)
In which A is called the action function. Hamilton’s variational principle states that
among all variations of φ between t0 and tf which are compatible with the boundary con-
ditions, the one that keeps the action functional stationary is the acceptable deformation
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At this point, the discrete problem needs to be defined. In Figure 2.5, a 1D system
with four elements is depicted. After that in Figure 2.6, the position of the system while
it is held stationary through time is illustrated. Notice that the y-axis represents the time
direction and each element has its own time-step.
Figure 2.5: A one dimensional system with 4 elements.
Figure 2.6: A one dimensional stationary system with 4 elements and different time-steps
for each element.
As can be seen in Figure 2.6, the position of the nodes are constant through time. The
position of each node is known at the “circled” point where the circled point are the starts
and ends of the elemental time-steps. The position of a node between two circled points
can be derived by linear interpolation between the circled points. Figure 2.7 represents the
same system in motion.
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Figure 2.7: One dimensional system with 4 elements, constant velocity between two con-
secutive points
In the AVI method, the position of each node between two consecutive circled points
in time is assumed to be changing linearly and therefore the velocity is constant in that
period. Each time an element is updated, the velocity of all the nodes attached to it are
updated.
The physical body will be meshed into finite elements connecting on nodes and the mesh





Where xi’s are the nodal position values and Ni’s are the shape functions. The La-





In order to discretize the problem in time, the incremental Lagrangian can be defined

















and ni is the total number of time-steps for element i.






















psi represents the momentum of node i at time-step s and Mi represents the nodal mass.
The terms Isi is also defined from:








where V is the potential energy and the term P sj represents the impulse of element j
during time-step s on its nodes. The term Isi in equation 58 can be defined as the component
of P s relevant to node i. Each element, at the end of each time-step imposes an impulse
on its nodes, changing their momentum.
This method was implemented by Lew et al. [51] based on a priority queue. Each
element has a time-stamp. The element with the smallest time-stamp will be popped out
of the queue, updated and then then scheduled in the queue with the new time-stamp.
The following is the pseudo-code for the AVI method:
This method minimizes the work needed for updating elements, however, the use of the
priority queue, as in step 5 of algorithm 2, imposes some overhead. In chapters 3 and 4,
more comments on the pros and cons of this method are provided.
2.4 Implementation and comparison of sequential algorithms
The sequential version of the naive algorithm, the spatial decomposition algorithm and the
AVI algorithm are implemented and the time-performances are compared in this section.
The problem solved here is a quadrilateral with a constant mesh size gradient. The
mesh is simply supported on the edges. The mesh is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Algorithm 2 AVI algorithm
1: Initiate all momenta (pi) and positions (xi) to initial values.
2: Initiate all nodal time-stamps ti to 0.
3: Calculate all intrinsic elemental time-steps dtk.
4: Initiate all element time-stamps to 0.
5: Add all elements to the priority queue with time-ticket dtk.
6: Pop an element from the priority queue (the one with smallest time-ticket), will be
called element k. If priority queue is empty go to step 14.
7: Update positions: xi = xi + vi ∗ (t− ti) ∀ node i ∈ element k
8: Update nodal time-stamps: ti = t ∀ node i ∈ element k
9: If t > tf , then go to step 13.
10: Update velocities: vi = vi − 1/Mi ∗ (t− tk)∂Vk∂xi ∀ node i ∈ element k
11: Update element time-stamp: tk = tk + dtk
12: Push the element into priority queue with time ticket tk + dtk
13: Go to step 6
14: End of Simulation.












Figure 2.8: The quadrilateral mesh with a constant mesh size gradient
The problem will be solved for a duration of 0.00015s. The maximum time-step require-
ment is 0.6µs and the minimum is 0.08µs. The problem is solved by the three sequential
algorithms mentioned above.
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2.4.1 The naive algorithm
In this case, all the element time-steps will be the minimum time-step among all elements
which is 0.08µs. The run-time is 19.63s.
2.4.2 The spatial decomposition algorithm
In this case, the maximum time-step will be 0.6µs, and the number of sub-cycling levels is
4. So, all elements will have a time-step of 0.6µs, 0.3µs, 0.15µs, or 0.075µs whichever is
higher and also satisfies their time-step requirement. The run-time in this case is 11.26s.
2.4.3 The AVI algorithm
In this algorithm, each element can have its unique time-step. The run-time is measured to
be 7.96s.
2.4.4 Conclusion
The the use of the three algorithms clearly shows that choosing the right algorithm can
significantly reduce the time-step. So, the study on the best algorithm under different
circumstances seems to be necessary. Also, it is not clear which algorithm will perform
better if many processing units are available and further study on this is also required. The
















Run-times for the three algorithms
Figure 2.9: Run-time comparison of the three sequential algorithms.
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CHAPTER III
PARALLEL PROCESSING IN EXPLICIT FINITE ELEMENTS
In this chapter, different parallel processing hardware and software are discussed, parallel
explicit FEM algorithms are introduced and the current direction of computer development
in the near future is reviewed.
3.1 Parallel systems
The central processing unit (CPU) and the graphical processing unit (GPU) were developed
for different reasons and optimized for specific tasks. The CPU was originally designed to
perform sequential computing. In the past decade, the CPU clock frequency has hit the
maximum possible in terms of heat production. To overcome this limitation, the manufac-
turers have developed systems with more than one processor. The CPUs are still considered
best for tasks that are mainly Multiple-Instruction Multiple-Data [87] (MIMD) tasks.
The GPU, on the other hand, was originally developed to handle processing graphics on
the computer. Originally, the GPU consisted of tens of low-frequency processing units that
could handle simple operations that did not require much memory bandwidth. Today, GPUs
can have thousands of computational cores with clock frequency up to the GHz order[35].
They are capable of performing native double-precision floating point operations and can
have several hundreds of gigabytes per second internal memory bandwidth. The GPUs, for
now, still require explicit memory transfer operations between GPU device memory and the
host memory (RAM). The GPUs are considered to be best at Single-Instruction Multiple-
Data[79] (SIMD) instruction, which is, performing a single set of instructions on multiple
data. In the next section, a brief description of the GPU architecture is provided.
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3.2 GPU Architecture
A modern GPU consists of several work-groups. Each work-group can have a local cache,
local memory (scratch-pad) and several work-items that work concurrently which are identi-
fied by the ID assigned to them. The work-group is optimized to access main GPU memory
concurrently and the performance will be optimum if the memory access is “coherent”,
which means the pieces of memory needed by compute units with adjacent ID numbers are
stored adjacently in memory. Figure 3.1 depicts a simplified view of the work-groups and
work-items.
Figure 3.1: A GPU device containing several work-groups and work-items
The GPU device has a main memory. There are also smaller local memories for each
work-group that can only be accessed by the work-items of that work-group. Also, each
work-item has its own private memory and compute registers that is only accessible by the
work-item. There can also be caches at the device level, and the work-group level. The
bandwidth between the main memory and the work-groups is one of the important factors
in the performance of the device. In Figure 3.2, a more detailed architecture of the device
is illustrated.
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Figure 3.2: Simplified GPU micro-architecture
The set of instructions that is developed to be run by the GPU device is usually called
a kernel. This kernel is set to execute by a predefined number of work-groups. The work-
groups and work-items are assigned unique id’s which are used to identify their share of the
work.
3.3 Parallel Explicit FEM
The explicit finite elements method is composed of element by element force and stress
updates and node-by-node velocity, acceleration and configuration updates. These tasks are
highly repetitive and therefore very suitable to run on a GPU since updating of each element
is completely independent of the others and also for the nodes. These properties and the
high computational capacity available has made researchers to consider mass parallelization
of explicit FEM on shared memory and also distributed memory machines. The three main
parallel algorithms described in section 2.3 are implemented and compared in this thesis.
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3.3.1 The naive algorithm
As stated in section 2.3.1, the naive algorithm chooses the same time-step for all elements
in order to satisfy the stability time-step for all elements.
This choice provides maximum available parallelism, because all elements can always be
updated at the same time and the processing overhead (deciding which elements must be
updated at each step) is minimal. However, the workload is higher, because potentially, a
lot of elements are updated more frequently than needed and the method is very inefficient
due to unnecessary updating, so, The existence of a few “small elements” combined with
many larger elements can potentially render it useless. This algorithm is ideal when all
elements have approximately the same size, because in that case, maximum concurrency
and minimum work are achieved simultaneously.
In section 2.3.1, it was shown that the sequential naive algorithm mainly proceeds in
the following stages:
1. Calculate elemental forces
2. Calculate new nodal accelerations
3. Calculate new nodal velocities
4. Calculate new nodal positions
In the parallel algorithm, it is possible to calculate all elemental forces independently and
concurrently, but one must refrain from adding them directly to the nodal equivalent forces.
This is because the elemental forces are calculated concurrently and a race condition, which
is simultaneous memory write by more than one computing unit, can result in an incorrect
sum of nodal forces. First, one must ensure that the forces of all elements are calculated
first and stored separately, and then for each node, sum of the forces are calculated by
adding the resultant forces from all connecting elements. After this stage, the internal and
external forces for each node are present and it is possible to proceed with stages 2, 3 and
4.
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Before proceeding to the next time-step, one must make sure that the position of all the
nodes are updated since. The calculation of the forces of the next time-step depends on the
positions of the current time-step. Due to this requirement, all the memory transactions
must finalize and synchronize at the end of stage 4. The steps of the parallel naive algorithm
are shown below:
Algorithm 3 Parallel naive algorithm (For a single time-step)
1: In parallel: Calculate elemental forces
2: Synchronize†
3: In parallel: sum the forces of all nodes
4: In parallel: Calculate new nodal accelerations
5: In parallel: Calculate new nodal velocities
6: In parallel: Calculate new nodal positions
7: Synchronize†
† Synchronization process makes sure that all processors have finished their tasks up
to the Synchronize command. The process ends when all instructions are finished by all
processors and all the read/write operations are also complete.
3.3.2 Parallel spatial decomposition algorithm
Parallelizing the spatial decomposition algorithm, which was stated in Section 2.3.2, basi-
cally follows the same parallelization procedure. Algorithm 4 demonstrates the details of
the process:
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Algorithm 4 Parallel Spatial Decomposition Algorithm
1: Set values of u and v to the initial values for all nodes, N ← 0, I ← 0, m← 1, initialize
all F int and F ext to 0
2: N ← N + 1
3: I ← I + 1
4: Compute m(I) from equation 47
5: In parallel: For all elements k for which φ̄K ≥ m(I), update the elemental internal
forces
6: Synchronize
7: In parallel: For all nodes i for which ψi ≥ m(I), calculate the equivalent nodal forces
(sum the forces of all attached elements)
8: In parallel: For all nodes i for which ψi ≥ m(I), calculate the new accelerations:
ai ← (F exti + F inti )/mi
9: In parallel: For all nodes i for which ψi ≥ m(I), calculate the new velocities: vi ←
vi + ∆T/ψi ∗ ai
10: Synchronize
11: For all nodes i for which ψ̄i ≥ m(I), calculate the new configuration: xi ← xi+∆T/ψ̄i∗vi
12: Synchronize
13: If I < M , go to step 3 (the next cycle)
14: If N < Nfinal, go to step 2 (the next step)
15: End
In algorithm 4, the parameters used are explained in section2.3.2.
3.4 Viability of Explicit FEM on GPU’s
As part of the current research, software is developed to run the naive algorithm on a
double-device machine. This means, the explicit solution can be carried out by the use of
two devices working simultaneously. The CPUs and one GPU can be the two devices, or
two GPUs. First, a brief explanation of the multi-device explicit FEM is presented. Then,
the sequential version of the code is compared and verified with other published research.
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This study will ensure that the GPU’s are suitable for explicit FEM computations and
also multi-device performance and the study of the effect of inter-device communications on
the total runtime can provide us insight into whether the GPU computations can effectively
be extended on more that one GPU. This will significantly make the current dissertation
more interesting since the potential for mass parallel processing is evident.
3.4.1 Hybrid multi-device explicit FEM
Many computers today usually possess several CPU cores and a GPU. The computational
power of each of the CPU and GPU is suitable for explicit FEM. If they are used simul-
taneously, speedup can be achieved and larger problems can be solved. The total memory
available would be the memory of the RAM and the memory available on the GPU. Today,
the GPGPU’s (General purpose GPU’s) have several gigabytes of device memory. Also,
they both share the computation load. OpenCL, a C-based tool for development of kernels
for GPUs provides the ability to run the same code on both GPUs and CPUs. It is possible
to update some elements on the CPU and some on the GPU and communicate the needed
information of the neighbor nodes at the end of the time-step. The algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 5 The hybrid CPU-GPU naive algorithm
1: Initialize variables
2: Assign elements to two regions, identify the neighbor nodes (user defined). The regions
and the neighbor nodes are illustrated in Figure 3.3.
3: N ← 0 //step counter
4: N ← N + 1
5: In parallel: Calculate Forces of all elements
6: Pack the force to be transfered . As shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4
7: Transfer the force to the other device. See Figure 3.4
8: In parallel: Sum up and calculate the equivalent forces for all nodes
9: In parallel: Calculate new nodal accelerations
10: In parallel: Calculate new nodal velocities
11: In parallel: Calculate new nodal positions
12: If N < Nfinal GOTO step 4
13: End
Figure 3.3: The two regions and the neighbor nodes
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Figure 3.4: The forces on the boundary are packed and sent to the other side, so the total
force on the boundary elements can be calculated
3.4.2 Verification
For verification purposes, the following problem is solved by the naive method extended to
use more than one device and compared with other published papers. A 10inch x 10inch
simply supported plate with 0.5in thickness subjected to a sudden uniform pressure of 300
psi with the following material properties (See Figure 3.5):
ρ = 0.2589 ∗ 10−3lb.s2.in4
E = 107 psi
ν = 0.3
σy = 30000 psi
ET = 0
In which ρ is the density, E is the modulus of elasticity, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, σy is
the yielding stress and ET is the hardening parameter. The finite element used here is an
8-node Mindlin-Reissner plate element. In plastic analyses, a 6-layer mid-ordinate rule is
applied. Also, to avoid shear locking, the reduced integration method for shear stresses is
applied (selective reduced integration).
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Figure 3.5: The simply supported plate with 16 Mindlin-Reissner plate elements
The elastic problem comparison is depicted in Figure 3.6. Owen et al.[67] and Huang
et al. [33] used implicit dynamic analysis to solve the problem. The time-step used in the
current work results is 1µs based on the stability time-step requirement. Other studies have
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Figure 3.6: The elastic problem comparison with Owen et al. [67] and Huang et al. [33]




























9-node QUAD9 element, 4 Gauss Points, Huang 1985
9-node QUAD9 element, 6 Layers, Huang 1985
8-node Mindlin element, 6 Layers, current work
Figure 3.7: The plastic problem comparison with Huang et al. [33]
The results are compared with results provided by Huang et al.[33] who solved the
problem by two methods: A) using 4 gauss points through the thickness, and B)using the
mid-ordinate rule with 6 layers. Although Huang used QUAD9 elements and did not use a
diagonal mass matrix as in the present study, the maximum displacements are within 5%.
3.4.3 Test cases
The problem chosen to be solved here is a plate meshed with 400x400 Mindlin plate elements
(total 160,000 elements). A mid-ordinate rule is used to integrate through the thickness.
The plate is simply supported. Three test cases are provided here. At each case, 2 devices
(1CPU and 1GPU, or 2GPU’s) are used to solve the problem. The percentage of elements
given to device 1 (work-share of device 1) will be denoted by α which is always between 0
and 1. Figure 3.8 shows a simple physical domain and the work-shares of both devices.
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Figure 3.8: Work-share of the two devices
For more insight into the run-times, the timings have been provided for different stages
of the computation:
 Stage 1: Calculating element-wise internal forces
 Stage 2: Calculating Nodal internal forces by summing elemental forces at each node
 Stage 3: Communicating the internal forces of the nodes on the boundary of compu-
tation regions
 Stage 4: Updating nodal velocities and the configuration
3.4.3.1 Case 1
 Device 1: A 6-core AMD phenom II X6 1045T CPU, 2.7GHz, 8GB RAM,
 Device 2: ATI Radeon HD 5830 GPU, 1GB DDR5 memory, engine clock: 800 MHz,
memory clock: 1GHz, Memory Bandwidth: 128 GB/s, 1120 Stream Processing Units
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Table 3.1: Run-times for running on Device 1 (CPU) only
Task Time Spent(s) Runtime %
Stage 1 17.55 74.7
Stage 2 1.52 6.5
Stage 3 (Communication) 0.00 0.0
Stage 4 4.41 18.8
Total 23.48
Table 3.2: Run-times for running on Device 2 (GPU) only
Task Time Spent(s) Runtime %
Stage 1 19.50 96.1
Stage 2 0.20 1.0
Stage 3 (Communication) 0.00 0.0
Stage 4 0.59 2.9
Total 20.29
Next, the problem is run in hybrid mode on both devices simultaneously. Figure 3.9
shows runtime of each device individually and the overall (hybrid) runtime for different
















Device 1 work-share (α)
Hybrid Runtime Device 1 Ideal Runtime Device 2 Ideal Runtime
Figure 3.9: Case 1 Hybrid Performance
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The hybrid simulation runtime is at least as much as maximum ideal runtimes of all
devices, because the ideal device runtime is the time each device needs to finish its own
fraction of the job without any interruption or synchronization. When more than one device
is available, there is a need for synchronization and communication.
Furthermore, different devices with different architectures behave differently at various
stages of the program. For instance, stages 2 and 4 need very low memory transfer from
device memory to computing registers. This is ideal for GPUs and the speedup of GPU to
CPU is more at these stages compared to stage 1, which is memory-bandwidth intensive.
So, the optimal work balance ratio of stage 1 is different than stage 4, but a single work
balance ratio is needed and so cannot reach perfect load balance.
In this case, the hybrid performance is still very good and the hybrid runtime is decreased
by 60% compared to the runtime for device 2, which has the lower individual performance.
3.4.3.2 Case 2
In case 2, the same CPU and a different GPU is used:
 Device 1: A 6-core AMD phenom II X6 1045T CPU, 2.7GHz, 8GB RAM,
 Device 2: AMD Radeon 7970 GPU, 3GB DDR5 memory, engine clock: 925 MHz,
Memory clock: 1375 MHz, memory bandwidth: 264 GB/s, 2048 Stream Processing
Units.
Table 3.3: Run-times for running on Device 1 (CPU) only
Task Time Spent(s) Runtime %
Stage 1 18.585 75
Stage 2 1.58 7
Stage 3 (Communication) 0 0
Stage 4 4.51 18
Total 24.67
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Table 3.4: Run-times for running on Device 2 (GPU) only
Task Time Spent(s) Runtime %
Stage 1 5.190 92.4
Stage 2 0.18 3.2
Stage 3 (Communication) 0.00 0.0
Stage 4 0.24 4.3
Total 5.62
Next, the problem is solved using both devices. Device 2 seems to be much faster. Since
the work will be shared between the devices based on their speed, it is reasonable to split
the work based on each device’s individual runtime. So, Device 1 will roughly get 10% of
the workload and Device 2 will get the remaining 90%.
Table 3.5: Hybrid runtime comparison of all computation steps
Time Spent
Task Dev1(CPU) Dev2(GPU) Max of Dev1 & Dev2
Stage 1 3.89 5.43 5.43
Stage 2 0.37 0.16 0.37
Stage 3 (Communication) 0.03 0.03 0.03
Stage 4 0.99 0.21 0.99
Total 6.82
Since both devices have to advance together, if a device finishes one of the stages faster,
the other has to wait for it to finish, and then continue. So, the total runtime would be the
sum of maximum time each device spent at each stage.
The Speedup in this case versus the results of the GPU-only run is negligible. There
are two reasons for this: First, the perfect load balance is not achievable and second, the
speed of the two devices are not comparable.
As the first reason, the GPU is much better at stages 2 and 4, because data coherence
and little local memory bandwidth requirements are present. These stages are ideal for a
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GPU. Stage 1 needs high bandwidth between device memory and computing registers, so,
this stage has a different GPU to CPU speed ratio than other ones.
Table 3.6: Speed ratio for different stages




Since 80% of the work is done by the GPU, it is still performing faster on a per element
basis.
Table 3.7: GPU to CPU per element/node speed ratio
CPU time per el-
ement/node (s)




Stage 1 121.56 42.42 2.87 0.80
Stage 2 11.56 1.25 9.25 0.05
Stage 4 30.94 1.64 18.86 0.15
In case 2, good speedup is not achievable from the hybrid action. This is mainly due to
two reasons:
1. As stated above, different stages of the computation require different load balance
ratios, so, the perfect speedup is not achievable. But since 80% of the work is due
to stage 1, this is not a big problem and if the two devices are closer in terms of
computational power, good speedups can be achieved.
2. This particular GPU is much faster and more capable than the used CPU device for
this purpose. The two devices are very different in computational throughput capacity
and therefore, a lot of the work has to be assigned to device 2, resulting in the same
run-time as the run-time of device 2.

















Device 1 work-share (α)
Hybrid Runtime Device 1 Ideal Time Device 2 Ideal Time
Figure 3.10: Case 2 Hybrid Performance
3.4.3.3 Case 3 (Two GPU’s)
 Device 1: nVidia Telsa M2090 FERMI GPU, Processor core clock: 1.3 GHz, Memory:6
GB, Memory clock : 1.85 GHz, Number of processor cores: 512
 Device 2: (Same as device 1)
Table 3.8: Run-times for running on a single GPU
Task Time Spent(s) Runtime %
Stage 1 14.56 97
Stage 2 0.19 1.26
Stage 3 (Communication) 0 1
Stage 4 0.26 1.7
Total 15.01
Next, both devices will be run in hybrid mode (Work shared equally):
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Table 3.9: Hybrid runtime comparison of all computation steps
Time Spent
Task Dev1(GPU1) Dev2(GPU2) Max of Dev1 & Dev2
Stage 1 7.37 7.36 7.37
Stage 2 0.10 0.10 0.1
Stage 3 (Communication) 0.002 0.002 0.002
Stage 4 0.14 0.15 0.15
Total 7.62
As seen in this case, since the two devices are identical, their performance as a hybrid
computing system is very good and the speedup by the 2 GPUs is 1.97. The slight loss of
performance is due to the overhead of launching more kernels and communications. Figure



















Device 1 work-share (α)
Hybrid Runtime Device 1 Ideal Time Device 2 Ideal Time
Figure 3.11: Case 3 Hybrid Performance
3.4.4 Hybrid Behavior Conclusion
As explained above, the hybrid action was tested for 3 different situations: 1) a GPU and
a CPU, with almost equal computational capacity, 2)a CPU device and a much stronger
GPU, and 3) two identical GPU’s.
In the first case, the results were satisfying and the best-case individual runtime was
reduced by 60%. Still, the ideal run-time was not reached. That is because different devices
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were better at different parts of the computational stages. This prevented a perfect work-
balance. However, the speedup was still satisfactory and practical.
In the second case, the GPU was much more powerful than the CPU when running the
problem individually (4.5 times faster). So, the hybrid performance was not satisfactory,
because when one worker is significantly faster, sharing the work was not worth the overhead.
In the last case, two identical GPUs behaved perfectly as a system, because they per-
formed equally at different computation stages and almost perfect work balance was possible
and the hybrid runtime was halved.
The results for case 2 encourage using CPU and GPU as a hybrid system for explicit
FEM when the individual run-time of both devices are close. Solving small problems on
both devices will help tuning the work-shares before starting a problem with large number
of elements. Also, using more than identical GPU’s proved very promising in case 3.
3.5 The future of Parallel Processing
In the next decade, predictions state that computers with the ability to compute 1018
floating point operations per second (Exaflop/second) will be introduced, which are orders
of magnitude faster than today’s computers [92]. These machines will be used in all areas of
science including climate, materials, biology, etc. Many computer scientists believe that the
architecture of these machines will dominantly look like GPUs [92], which are more energy
efficient and more scalable [14, 92].
As mentioned in section 1.3.2, there is still need for computational capacity in explicit
FEM such as mesh adaptivity, the ability to solve for multiple load cases, simulating longer
phenomena, using finer mesh, etc. The next decade will bring an extraordinary opportunity
for computational mechanics and in particular dynamic structural analysis.
Currently, there is no study of the future computer systems and the effect of computer
architecture in computational mechanics. Since the performance of all algorithms depend
on the computing hardware details, understanding the future of computers will help in
designing new algorithms.
During the course of this research, using the predictions of computer scientists on future
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computer hardware along with the performance relationships of the AVISD algorithm, the
performance this algorithm in the future is predicted in Chapter 6.
Developing this understanding helps engineers in two aspects: First, the class of algo-
rithms that are viable in the future are predicted. This will help focus future algorithm
design to match the upcoming computational systems. Second, this gives us an estimation
about the size and limitation of the problems that can be solved in the near future.
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CHAPTER IV
NEW PARALLEL AVI ALGORITHMS
The AVI method proposed by Lew et al. [53], which was stated in Section 2.3.3, is inherently
a sequential method. The method works based on a priority queue and one step at a time,
the element with the lowest time-stamp is updated.
Kale and Lew [38] later stated that an element only needs to have a local minimum time-
stamp to qualify for updating. They divided the mesh into sub-regions and one processor
would update the elements of its own region. In their algorithm, a waiting list is also present
for elements that are missing data from the neighbor regions and a mail-delivery system
for communication is used. The algorithm is mainly developed for distributed machines
and MPI is used for communications over the network. They showed that their system is
scalable if there is a large number of elements in each region.
Huang et al. [34] in 2007 showed that if the maximum connectivity level at each node
is d and number of elements is Ne, there is at most Ne/(d+ 1) available parallelism. They
used the same concept as Kale et al. in dividing the mesh into sub-regions, except they also
used a shared memory parallelism at each node where a master node finds the updatable
elements and then the local processors in parallel update them.
Subsequently, Huang et al. tried to group elements into zones and solve each zone on
a separate CPU node. The time-step for each zone was constant and chosen to be the
minimum required time-step of all its elements. This makes the required work to increase
because some elements and occasionally most elements are updated with a time-step smaller
than they need, however, the zoning process allows more concurrency and also the position
and velocity of all nodes can now be updates concurrently. Their implementation showed a
performance boost in the test cases studied.
Since the concurrency appears to be a big factor in GPU’s, in the search for the most
optimum algorithm, this method must be included.
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However, in this research, another very similar method is used. In this work, an algo-
rithm called the AVI Spatial Decomposition (AVISD) algorithm is developed that chooses
some bins based on the time-step and puts all the elements in relevant bins (bin with biggest
time-step smaller than inherent element time-step).
Grouping elements based on time-steps reduces the work load and also automatizes the
binning process. Also, it gives the chance to change the size of the bins and the bin choice
based on the state of the mesh. Possibly in some cases, having a single bin is enough and
in others, bins with different sizes might provide a better performance. The mentioned
reasons, among others, are the reasons behind choosing the bins based on time-step and
not the physical placement of the elements. Further details on the implementation of the
AVI Spatial Decomposition (AVISD) Algorithm is provided in section 4.4.
The parallel AVI methods are the focus of the major part of this thesis and the parallel
spatial AVI algorithm is one of the major contributions of this research.
4.1 Parallel AVI Coloring Algorithm
An AVI coloring algorithm is introduced here. This method does not prove to be viable
on a GPU, but this algorithm gives ideas and insights on how a more efficient and more
realistic parallel AVI algorithm that will work well on a GPU can be designed.
Updating two non-neighbor elements can always be done in parallel, since they do not
share nodes and also whether or not one is “updatable” does not depend on the other.
Based on this fact, it is possible to group all the elements into a relatively small number
of groups where no two members of each group are neighbors. Then, all elements of each
group can be safely updated in parallel (if they are updatable). This grouping of objects is
usually referred to as the coloring problem, where each group assumes a color and no two
elements of the same color touch. An example is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Quadrilateral mesh with connectivity degree 4 and 4 colors.
To check whether or not each element is updatable, a future time-stamp will be assigned
to each node and a now time-stamp to each element. Each node’s future time-stamp will
start at minimum attached neighbor elements’ updating time-step. Each element’s now
time-stamp will start at 0. Also, each node has a last time-stamp, which indicates the last
time the node was updated. The last time-stamp is initiated to zero.
At each instance, the element is checked if the elemental time-step plus the now time-
stamp was less than or equal to all its nodes’ future time-stamp, then it will be updated
and the future time-stamp of all its nodes are changed to now plus the element’s time-step.
Since the element with the smallest time-step will be updated every time, the maximum
number of steps is Nmax = ceiling(tfinal/δtmin) and at each step, all colors will be checked
sequentially.
The AVI coloring algorithm is now explained in more detail:
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Algorithm 6 AVI Coloring Algorithm
1: All elements are grouped into minimum possible number of color groups (C1, C2, . . . ,
Cd), which d is the connectivity degree of the mesh.
2: ∀ element k, the time-step δtk is computed and the now time-stamp is zeroed:
tnowk ← 0
3: ∀ node i, the future and the last time-stamp are initiated:
tfuturei ← min(δtk) ∀ element k connected to node i
tlasti ← 0
4: ∀ node i, ui ← u0i , vi ← v0i
5: Nmax ← ceiling(tfinal/δtmin)
6: N ← 0 // The step counter
7: N ← N + 1
8: I ← 0 // The iterator through colors
9: I ← I + 1
10: Parallel region start ∀ element k in color list CI :
11: ∀ element k, IF [ tnowk + δtk ≤ min(t
future
i ) ∀ node i ∈ element k] THEN GOTO
step 17
12: Update positions: xi ← xi + vi ∗ (tnowk + δtk − tlasti ) ∀ node i ∈ element k
13: Compute stresses, forces and accelerations: ai ← −∂Vk∂xi /Mi ∀ node i ∈ element k
14: Update velocities: vi ← vi + ai ∗ δtk ∀ node i ∈ element k
15: tnowk ← tnowk + δtk
16: tlasti ← tnowk , t
future
i ← tnowk + δtk ∀ node i ∈ element k
17: Synchronize
18: End parallel region
19: If I < d GOTO step 9
20: If N < Nmax GOTO step 7
21: End of Simulation
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4.2 AVI Coloring Algorithm Performance
The AVI coloring algorithm did not provide enough performance boost. In some cases, it
even matched the results of the naive method.












Figure 4.2: Testing AVI coloring algorithm
Here, a mesh of Mindlin-Reissner plate elements with 160,000 elements and simply
supported on the corners is subjected to a uniform load and simulated for 0.005 seconds of
physical time.
Table 4.1: Some GBT versus conventional terms
naive Spatial AVI Coloring
runtime(s): 14.1 7.2 13.8
4.2.1 Discussion
As can be seen in Table 4.1, the current AVI coloring algorithm turns out to be extremely
inefficient on a GPU. There are several reasons for this:
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1. The process of checking all elements of a specific color is very inefficient, because most
of the time, it’s only the smallest elements (about 2% of all) are being updated while
time is spent to check if any element is updatable.
2. As will be described in section 4.3, the dependency of elements on each other for
getting updated will lead to only a few updatable elements most of the time. If only a
handful of elements have the minimum time-step requirement, then at most steps it’s
only those elements that are being updated. Since there are hundreds to thousands
of cores on a GPU, much of the computational potential in wasted.
3. Since the updated elements are not known beforehand, the data coherence is an issue.
The elements that are updated simultaneously have the required data (Nodal position,
stress, ...) at different parts of the memory and this makes the memory transfers much
more costly.
4. Since each element is updated with its nodes and no neighbor elements are updated
together, each node has to be updated once per attached element. This makes the
process of updating the position and velocity of the nodes much more demanding.
4.3 Motivation for a new parallel AVI algorithm
The reasons for inefficiency of the coloring algorithm provided insight into the design of
a proper GPU friendly AVI algorithm. In this section, some issues regarding the AVI
algorithm and some possible solutions are provided.
4.3.1 Task dependency flow-chart
A task dependency flowchart is a flowchart that demonstrates how different computational
jobs are predicated on each-other. This chart, like a Gantt chart shows the order which the
tasks must be preformed to finish the simulation.
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Figure 4.3: A sample Task Dependency Chart
In Figure 4.3, it is evident that the job is composed of 6 tasks A1 to A6. Each arrow
defines a dependency and point from the prerequisite task to the next task.
The path A1-A4-A5-A6 is called the critical path, because it is the longest dependency
path among all others. The critical path or alternatively called depth (D) is a defining
factor in the parallel performance of problems. D Shows a path through which parallelizing
is impossible.
Figure 4.4: Task dependency flowchart for a vector addition
As seen in Figure 4.4, in some jobs such as adding two vectors together, the tasks
(adding two corresponding single elements) are completely independent. Such problems are
sometimes called embarrassingly parallel algorithms. In this case, D = 1.
On the other hand, a series of some jobs which each step’s input depend on the output
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of the previous step cannot be done in parallel. In this case, D = N in which N is the total
number of steps.
In practice, nearly all computational jobs are between the two cases above and D is
a number between 1 and N . Brents Theorem[28] explains how the total number of steps





In which N is the total number of operations, D is the depth, p is the available number
of identical parallel computing units and S represents the minimum number of steps it takes
to finish the job.
This theorem states that the total work can be distributed among the processing units,
but the depth is also a factor that makes the needed sequential steps larger no matter how
many parallel computing units are available.
This concept is a motivation to introduce a balance between total work and concurrency.
It can a good idea to decrease depth in cost of adding the total amount of operation, or
work.
The process of the AVI method can also be described by a task dependency diagram
such as the one in Figure 4.3.
The elements with the smallest time-steps are updated more frequently and among
them, the elements with minimum time-step are updated at every step and therefore are
located on the critical path.
In the AVI dependency flowchart, elements with smaller time-steps are the prerequisite
for their physical neighbors (other elements with which they share nodes) and there is
an arrow from each smaller element to its larger neighbor. This phenomenon makes the
updating process of elements become a lot more sequential in nature and concurrency drops
highly in most cases.
In extreme cases such as having a linear change in mesh size and inherent time-steps,
updating each of the linearly varying elements that are connected to each-other is predicated
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to updating its smaller neighbor. Thus, they form a queue for getting updated and the
parallel behavior is completely gone. Although minimum work is spent on each element
for updating it as each element is not updated with a frequency higher than it physically
requires, the concurrency is minimum. As a result of low concurrency, many potential
computing units will remain idle. If there is not enough work at each step to keep all
computing units busy, the performance drops.
4.4 Parallel AVI Spatial Decomposition (AVISD) Algorithm
Figure 4.5: Dependency relations between elements for AVI algorithm. Each arrow is
pointing to the prerequisite element
In Figure 4.5, the classical AVI method can only operate sequentially because of the de-
pendency chain. If all elements are updated with the smallest required time-step (the naive
method), the chain behavior will go away and more available parallelism is achieved. At
the same time, elements that do not require the minimum time-step are updated more fre-
quently. It is not readily evident which approach will be faster. In fact, there is a third
approach in which the elements can be grouped spatially into different zones and update
each zone concurrently.
In this new approach, all elements in each zone can be updated at the same time, even
the neighbor elements. This fact allows less memory transfer because the shared nodes
between two elements in the same node can be updated once, instead of once per each
element.
These ideas lead to the AVI spatial decomposition (AVISD) algorithm. In this algorithm,
the elements are grouped into bins based on their required time-step. All elements in a
single bin are updated concurrently with the same time-step. Regarding this algorithm, the
following points are worth mentioning:
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1. The bins are chosen based on the time-step requirement, not based on the physical
placement of the elements. Since patches of elements with the same time-step re-
quirement could exist in different regions of the mesh, putting them in the same bin
increases concurrency.
2. Since in practice the elements exist as patches of same or close sizes, binning of
elements with the same size also means that those elements exist as neighborhoods,
not just single separate elements
3. If some element are in a different bin than all their neighbors, the algorithm still works
fine. The only issue would be the increased nodal updates. These updates are a minor
part of the simulation. If these elements are a minority, which is true in nearly all
practical applications, this does not compromise the efficiency of the algorithm.
4. The configuration of the bins, i.e. number of bins and size of each bin can potentially
affect the runtime by a big factor. An appropriate optimization algorithm must be
used to decide the best bin combination.
5. The choice of bin configuration depends on the problem. For example, for a problem
with identical elements, choice of one bin is trivial, which is not the case with meshes
with highly varying mesh sizes. The choice of bins are therefore a mesh dependent
factor.
Here, the AVISD algorithm is explained assuming the bin configurations are a given.
The choice of bins will be discussed later in section 5.8.
In the AVISD algorithm, there are b bins, which cover the time-step range.
Figure 4.6 shows the time-step configuration of a specific mesh. The elements are sorted
based on the inherent time-step. The elements are put in five bins. The hatched areas
indicate the amount of difference between the inherent element time-step and the assigned
new time-step when the element is put in a specific bin.
The AVISD pseudo-code is presented here as Algorithm 7:
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Figure 4.6: Sample bin configuration
Algorithm 7 AVI spatial decomposition (AVISD) Algorithm
1: B ← {t1, t2, · · · , tb+1} //B is the bins timestep vector where ti and ti+1 form the bound-
ary of bin #i and so on. b is the number of bins
2: Put elements in Bins. Element e goes to bin i ⇔ (tinherente ≥ ti) ∧ (tinherente < ti+1)
3: Put all nodes attached to elements in bin i in group Ni
4: Find all neighbor bins (Bins that have common nodes) of bin i and put them in vector
zi
5: T ← 0
6: ∀ bin i, τi ← tbi ← 0 . τi is bin #i’s next update time stamp
7: while T > TUltimate do . TUltimate is the final simulation time
8: U ← ∅ . U is the set of updatable bins
9: for all bins bi do
10: Updatable← 1
11: for all bins bj do
12: if bj ∈ zi then
13: if τj < zi then
14: Updatable← 0
15: EXIT FOR
16: if Updatable == 1 then
17: Add i to set U
18: for ∀I ∈ U do
19: for ∀ node i ∈ NI do
20: Update position of node i
21: for ∀ element i ∈ bI do
22: Update forces of element i
23: for ∀ node i ∈ NI do
24: Update velocities of node i
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4.5 Verification of the AVISD Algorithm
In order to verify the AVISD method, different problems with 1 or more number of bins
have been tested. The number of bins, as expected does not have any effect on the results.
The validity of the AVISD method depends on this fact since the bins must not effect
the energy levels and the physics of the problem. If the inherent minimum required time-
step of each element in a particular bin is greater than or equal to the bin time-step, a
stable behavior is expected and the results must be the same up to engineering significant
precision.
In order to verify the AVISD solution method with another program, a 1600 Mindlin
plate element model with linearly varying element sizes is compared with an explicit solution
in Abaqus using shell elements.
The model and the mesh are shown in Figure 4.7. The edges of the plate are simply
supported. The material constants and the thickness used are shown below:
Material: Steel, E=29000 Ksi, ν=0.3, Thickness=1 in.
The load is a uniform instantaneous pressure of 1 psi applied over the entire surface and
normal to the plate that is constantly applied throughout the simulation. In Abaqus, as is
the case for the AVISD method, an explicit dynamic analysis has been performed and the
vertical displacement of a particular node of the mesh is measured.
The red dot in Figure 4.7 indicate the point where the transverse displacement is com-
pared between Abaqus and the current study. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the dis-
placement at this point over time between Abaqus and the current study.
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Figure 4.7: 1600 Mindlin plate elements run with paraDyn, the AVISD algorithm and 5


























Figure 4.8: Model displacement comparison with Abaqus. The solid line is current research
and the line with diagonal markers is Abaqus solution. (Inches units)
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are the deformed shapes from Abaqus and the current study (TEC-
PLOT visualization). As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the results are very close. The possible
reasons for the small differences in the results can be attributed to the different element
formulation. The current study uses 8-node Mindlin-Reissner plate elements with reduced
integration while Abaqus uses 4-node S4RS shell elements with the shear stiffness given by
the user as an input.
Figure 4.9: The deformed shape of the plate from Abaqus software.
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Figure 4.10: The deformed shape of the plate from current study, illustrated by the TEC-
PLOT software.
4.6 Generality and flexibility of the AVISD Algorithm
In the previous sections, the details of the AVISD method were elaborated. At this point
some interesting aspects of the AVISD method are worth mentioning.
In the AVISD method, one has the flexibility to choose the bin configuration as desired.
The AVISD then compares to the other algorithms as follows:
1. Choosing one bin: This choice will lead to the naive method. So the naive method
can be considered a special case of the AVISD method
2. Choosing doubling bin sizes:
b = {∆T, 2∆T, 4∆T, ...} (62)
This choice will lead to a method like the classical spatial decomposition method. So
again, the spatial decomposition method is another special case of the AVI method.
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Figure 4.11: Neal and Belytschko (1989)[60]
Figure 4.11 shows bar elements, with different time-steps. The “y” direction shows
advancement through time. element 1 is updated with time-steps three times the
time-steps of elements 2 and 3, because of different time-step requirement.
3. In meshes with clear regions of different sizes, each region with a specific size can
be chosen to be a bin. This encompasses the methods that Belytschko et. al.[60, 27]
have used to perform explicit FEM with spatially different time-steps, see Figure 4.11.
Belytschko’s method can only handle certain ratios of time-steps between the two
regions, while AVISD can basically work with any arbitrary time-step ratio.
4. Compared to the algorithm offered by Huang et. al. [34], the AVISD algorithm is
well suited to run on a GPU and also, the time-step dependence of the bins give this
method a big advantage over Huang’s method since it is possible to have more elements
that are not spatially located nearby in the same bin and increase concurrency and
also there is a potential to be more work-efficient because if the elements are grouped
spatially, some large elements can be grouped with few small ones and have to be
updated much more frequently.
5. Choosing as many bins as elements. This introduces the classical sequential AVI
method, however, it minimizes work since no element is updated more than the nec-
essary stability time-step requirement. So the classical sequential AVI method is also
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a special case of the AVISD.
According to these advantages, the AVISD algorithm proves to be the prevailing algo-
rithm among all, however, there is another issue here. A bin configuration that will optimize
the performance must be chosen. This bin configuration depends on the problem. In the




In this section, the goal is to adapt the solution method to an arbitrary mesh to gain
maximum performance for any given mesh. As seen in the previous chapters, the finite
element mesh configuration has a key role in the time performance of a dynamic analysis,
especially in an explicit FEM problem.
5.1 Motivation
It is important to incorporate mesh configuration information to get the best time perfor-
mance. In order to do this, the following point must be considered:
1. The classical “naive” method is the first, simplest and most natural method that can
be used in explicit FEM. However, it is inefficient in most cases because all elements
have to be updated as frequently as the smallest element.
2. The spatial decomposition method only works for certain mesh configurations. For
example if there are two patches of element with the ratio of the sizes are 1.6-1.7, then
according to Halleux et. al.[29], this method is less efficient than the naive method.
This is a very simple case. There could potentially be many other cases that this
method is not efficient. This shows the importance of deciding the solution method
based on the mesh configuration.
3. As explained in section 4.3, the AVI method on a GPU is susceptible to a very low
concurrency. This also affects the performance of a regular AVI method.
To the knowledge of the author, there have been no research on automatizing the choice
of algorithm based on mesh analysis, or a self-adapting algorithm. The original goal of this
research was to compare three different algorithm and introduce performance charts based
on mesh statistical properties.
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In the process of evolving the proposed AVI method, the design of the AVISD algorithm
led to a method that can imitate all the other methods by the choice of bin configuration.
In order to get the best bin configuration, an optimization algorithm is needed to get the
desired bin configuration to minimize the runtime.
The key to achieving this goal is to describe the runtime in a performance model. This
way the time cost associated with each bin choice can be found and the time performance
model function can be chosen as the objective function.
5.2 Nature of the performance model
One of the goals of this research is to explain what factors take part in the performance of
the discussed explicit FEM GPU algorithms. The factors that are suspected to take part
in the performance are the machine parameters, the mesh parameters, the type of finite
elements used, and the structure of the code engine.
The machine parameters include the computational throughput (GFLOPS/s) and device
internal memory bandwidth (GBytes/s). The mesh configuration on the other hand can
affect the runtime. In addition, different finite elements have different computational price.
A good performance model is a mathematical relationship that can describe and explain
the role of different factors in the runtime and the more concise the relationship the more
useful it will be.
From another point of view, a performance model can be described by distinguishing
the factors contributing to it. Different factors contributing to the runtime can potentially
be:
1. Cost of updating a single element. Since the process of updating all elements is a
repetitive constant process, this cost will probably have a linear relation with the
number of elements.
2. Each function that is run on the device is called a kernel. There is cost merely
associated with preparations to run a kernel and so the kernel overhead cost is another
factor contributing to the runtime. This cost is charged per kernel and can be related
to the nature of the kernel.
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3. At specific points in time, some process on the host are performed, such as in-
put/output to the hard drive. This cost is charged per step. Note that several kernels
could run per step and this cost is different than the kernel overhead. The charge
associated with the Input/Output (I/O) might not be much compared to kernel runs
if kernels are big enough. Also, buffering the I/O can lead to the I/O cost being
overlapped by computation. So there is a chance that this cost does not have a role
in the performance model.
In addition, the I/O cost depends on the demand of the user, not the type and
performance of the algorithm. The more output variables are requested and the more
frequently they are requested, the higher the cost will be and this cost does not affect
the choice of algorithm, or tuning the algorithm.
5.3 AVI spatial decomposition (AVISD) Algorithm Performance model
In order to track the relationship between the mentioned factors, different simulations with
various bin configurations, element types and mesh configurations have been performed.
If there is a set of b number of bins as follows:
B = {t1, t2, · · · , tb, tb+1} (63)
With ti being the bin time-step and ci elements with inherent time-steps: ti ≤ dt < ti+1
in bin #i, element counts in bins as follows:
C = {c1, c2, · · · , cb} (64)
And obviously:




The number of updates that bin #i needs is:
Ui = Tult/ti (66)
in which Ui is the number of updates done on bin #i and Tult is the ultimate simulation
time.
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in which u is the total element updates needed during the simulation.
















in which k is the number of kernel executions.
Assuming that the runtime R is linearly related to u and k :
R = α1k + α2u (69)
In which α1 and α2 are constant and can be acquired by linear regression. The regression
coefficients indicate the validity of the assumption for equation 69.
5.4 Explaining the coefficients
Coefficients α1 and α2 are all dependent on the code, the finite element type, and the
machine architecture. In this section, the nature of these coefficients is explained the pa-
rameters contributing to them are discussed.
5.4.1 Cost of a single element update
The cost of element force update at each step takes between 55% to 95% of the total work,
depending on the element type and the complexity of the element internal force formulation.
The unit work in the process of updating the forces is to update the force of a single
element during a single time-step. This work is handled by the smallest computational unit
as a sequential process. The process consists of loading the data needed (Nodal positions,
previous stress values, previous plastic strain, material properties and the integration points’
values and weights) computing the internal force vector, and writing the needed values back
to the host memory for output (The internal force vector, the new stresses, the new plastic
strains).
Here, a few factors that contribute to the run-time:
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1. The number of available cores, Device internal clock frequency: These factors
determine the capacity of the device to perform computations when the input needed
data are available.
2. The memory bandwidth between the device memory and the device com-
puting registers: Determines the amount of data per unit time that can be fed into
the computational units
3. Device available cache memory: The more cache available to the device the more
data can be stored by a core without the need to get reloaded again and unnecessarily
increase bandwidth demand.
4. Device available number of registers: The number of used registers per comput-
ing unit determined the number of cores that can be utilized simultaneously. If a lot
of registers are used by a single core, not all cores can be summoned.
The percentage of available computational units can be summoned is called the Ker-
nel Occupancy. This factor can depend on the nature of the algorithm, as well as the
implementation.








in which W is the total work in the number of floating point operations (FLOPS), ρ is
the ideal computational throughput(FLOPS/sec), M is the amount of memory input and
output(I/O) (Bytes), and β is the memory bandwidth (Bytes/sec).
In the case of this research, W andM are the work load and memory load associated with
updating one element, and ρ and β are parameters associated with the device computational
capacity and internal memory bandwidth. These indicate that the runtime T is closely
associated with parameter α1 in equation 69.
5.4.2 Kernel overhead
Each kernel run entails loading costs that mainly include accessing the device driver soft-
ware. This cost varies based on the device and also based on the operating system. If a
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kernel is large enough, this cost will be amortized by the large runtime of the kernel. In
equation 69, α1 is the term representing the kernel overhead cost. This cost is charged per
kernel run and is almost independent of the problem.
5.4.3 Simulator driver code costs
The main loop of the problem has several tasks:
1. Identify the updatable loops
2. Check if the final simulation time is reached
3. Read needed output from GPU memory and store them
The cost associated with these stages are constant. In the AVISD algorithm, these costs
are independent of the choice of bins. The cost associated with these steps are charged per
simulator driver loop. These costs can overlap with GPU kernel runs and do not add to the
total cost of the problem.
5.5 Test cases and results
For each test case, the runtime has been measured for numerous simulations with different
bin sizes and configurations and different durations of simulation time. Various needed
parameters such as the runtime, number of kernels, number of steps, number of element
updates and bin configurations are recorded for each simulation in a configuration file.
After that, using the these information, the relationship between these parameters were
evaluated using regression analysis and the regression parameters, the relevant graphs and
the correlation coefficient are reported. For each case, the regression R2 factor was higher
than 98%.
5.5.1 Case 1
This test case is composed of 160,000 8-node Mindlin plate elements. Figure 5.1 demon-
strates the mesh configuration for case 1.
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Figure 5.1: Case 1 Mesh configuration
Figure 5.2: Case 1 Performance Chart
Figure 5.2 demonstrates different factors contributing to the runtime. The sizes of all
the bins are equal. c(1) in the figure is equivalent to α1. The first term, (“c(1)*” number
of kernels), demonstrate the cost of executing kernels. This cost increases as the number of
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kernels increase. c(2) in the figure is equivalent to α2. The second term, (“c(2)*” the number
of elemental updates), shows the cost of updating elements. This cost term decreases as the
number of bins increase, because the time-step of the chosen bin for each element is close
to the required stability time-step of the element and the element is updated at a larger
time-step, so, less work needs to be done. The next chart chart in Figure 5.2 is the sum
of the two, which is the cost predicted by the performance model. The last term, called
“Actual” in the legend, is the actual run-time measured. As see in the Figure, the run-time
predicted by the performance model is very close to the actual measured run-time of the
implemented algorithm.
The regression results are listed in Table 5.1
Table 5.1: Case 1 regression results
α1 α2
5× 10−4 1.5× 10−7
5.5.2 Case 2
This test case is composed of 160,000 8-node Mindlin plate elements. Figure 5.3 demon-
strates the mesh configuration for case 2.
Figure 5.3: Case 2 Mesh configuration
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Figure 5.4: Case 2 Performance Chart
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the different factors contributing to the runtime. The parame-
ters are the same as explained for Figure 5.2.
The regression results are listed in Table 5.2
Table 5.2: Case 2 regression results
α1 α2
5× 10−4 1.5× 10−7
5.5.3 Case 3
This test case is composed of 129,000 3-node CST 2D elements. Figure 5.5 demonstrates
the mesh configuration for case 3.
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Figure 5.5: Case 3 Mesh configuration
Figure 5.6: Case 3 Performance Chart
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Figure 5.6 demonstrates the different factors contributing to the runtime. The parame-
ters are the same as explained under Figure 5.2.
The regression results are listed in Table 5.3
Table 5.3: Case 3 regression results
α1 α2
4.48× 10−4 9.99× 10−9
5.5.4 Case 4
This test case is composed of 148,000 3-node CST 2D elements. Figure 5.7 demonstrates
the mesh configuration for case 4.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates different factors contributing to the runtime. The parameters
in the figures are as explained under Figure 5.2.
The regression results are listed in Table 5.4
Table 5.4: Case 4 regression results
α1 α2
4.48× 10−4 9.99× 10−9
5.6 Analysis and Discussion
As seen in the above 4 test cases, the kernel cost is nearly constant and the cost per element
update depends on the complexity of the element. The CST element needs only 1 gauss
point while the Mindlin plate element needs 9 gauss points at each layer and can have 6 to
8 layers to capture the nonlinear behavior.
The optimal number of bins is very dependent on the mesh. One cannot readily deter-
mine the optimal number of bins just based on the element type. This fact is evident by
comparing case 1 and case 2.
Also, the simpler the element, the less number of bins appear to be required, since the
work per element is lower and the ratio of the kernel cost to element cost is higher, resulting
in relative more cost of each kernel compared to element updates. So for simpler elements,
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Figure 5.7: Case 4 Mesh configuration
Figure 5.8: Case 4 Performance Chart
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more concurrency is needed to reach the optimal behavior. A more extensive discussion on
the optimization of the AVISD algorithm will be provided later in this chapter.
5.7 Comparing the naive, AVISD and Spatial Decomposition Algorithm
Here, as a case study, the following problem’s cost is illustrated to show the advantage of
the AVISD method to the other algorithms.
There are 600,000 Mindlin plate elements, in three groups, with the required stability
time-step for each group as 1µs, 1.5µs and 2.25µs respectively. The following shows the






















Figure 5.9: Comparing the run-time for three different algorithms.
As evident in Figure 5.9, in this case, as predicted by Casadei et. al. [10], because of the
ratio of the time-steps of the groups being near 1.6, the spatial decomposition algorithm
works even worse than the naive algorithm, while the AVISD algorithm is still effective and
costs reasonably.
5.8 Designing a Self-tuning Algorithm
To the author’s knowledge, so far there have been not been studies on:
1. The effect of mesh size distribution on the performance of a finite element algorithm
2. Designing algorithms that can handle an arbitrary mesh and perform well for each
case
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3. Comparing algorithms for different meshes and suggest the best algorithm based on
the mesh.
One of the main objectives and contributions of this research is addressing the mentioned
problems. At the first stage, there is a need to be able to incorporate the mesh parameters
in the performance model.
The naive algorithm and the spatial decomposition algorithms cannot be tuned for each
mesh. Their performance varies depending on different meshes, however, the performance
in these cases can only be measured, not optimized.
The proposed AVISD algorithm, on the other hand, is dependent of the choice of bins
and there is actually a “best” performance related to the choice of the bin configuration. The
runtime cost model of equation 69 can be used to find the bin combination that minimizes
the runtime.
5.9 Choice of an optimization method
At this point, an optimization method must be chosen. The chosen method must be able
to accept a “Black Box” objective function that can only provide values given inputs,
because the cost function as a function of the bin configuration is an extremely nonlinear
and problem-dependent function.
One of the choices to solve such a problem is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), an
iterative computational method that can be used in various optimization practices. In the
PSO method, there is no need to compute the gradient of the objective function. This
property is especially useful in problems that the gradient cannot easily or possibly be
computed.
This advantage comes at a cost. There is a need to tune the parameters of the method
or it will not be as effective or as stable as needed for practical purposes. Many have tried
to improve this method over the years [78, 55]. During the past several years, PSO has
been used in many applications and proved to give cheaper and faster results compared to
many other methods [99, 54, 93].
A brief review of the PSO method is presented in the next section.
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5.10 Particle Swarm Optimization
5.10.1 Background
In 1995, Particle Swarm optimization was invented by James Kennedy, Russell Eberhart
[42] and is a stochastic population-based optimization method. Kennedy and Eberhart were
originally working on simulating the behavior of birds around sources of food. Later they
realized that their method is well suited for optimizing nonlinear functions. This method
is very similar to evolutionary techniques such as the Genetic Algorithm. It starts with
a random initial population and updates through generations to get the optima, however,
there are no crossovers or mutations involved.
5.10.2 Particle Swarm Optimization General Formulation
The PSO method starts with randomly generated instances of the independent variable
called particles. During the iterations of the optimization process, each particle is expected
to move closer and closer to the target. During the iterations, each particle keeps a history
of the best instance of itself, called the personal best. Also at each step, the global personal
best is recorded too.
Each particle has a velocity that changes its current state. The velocity of each particle
depends on its personal best, the global personal best, its previous velocity, predefined
constants and randomly generated values.
Assuming n is the number of particles, m is the number of iterations, P is the set of
particles and F is the objective function we have:
P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pm} (71)
In which Pi’s are individual particles.
In which Pbest is the vector of personal bests for each particle and gbest is the best
answer among all particles. c1 and c2 are constants defined by user and rand() is a random
generating function that produces uniform values between 0 and 1. They can affect the
convergence and stability. It is worth mentioning that the PSO method does not guarantee
finding the best answer possible. In the end, gbest is the best answer that was achieved and
the output of the process.
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Algorithm 8 Particle swarm optimization to minimize objective function F
1: P ← Random values . Initiation
2: v ← 0
3: Pbest← P
4: [fmin, p]← min(F (P )) . fmin: minimum value of F (P ) and p the minimizing element
5: gbest← p
6: for iter = 1 : m do
7: for i = 1 : n do
8: vi = vi + c1 ∗ rand() ∗ (gbest− Pi) + c2 ∗ rand() ∗ (pbest− Pi)
9: Pi = Pi + vi
10: [fmin, p]← min(F (Pi, P besti))
11: Pbesti = p . the minimizing factor in particle i among all iterations
12: [fmin, p]← min(F (P, gbest))
13: gbest← p . the minimizing factor among all particles and all iterations
14: Output gbest
Figure 5.10: An example of finding the minimum by the PSO method [2]
Figure 5.10 shows randomly generated particles. Each particle will move toward the
minimum value and the speed depends on the distance with the global minimum. All the
particles together will find the minimum. Finding the minimum is not guaranteed, but with
enough particles, enough iterations and proper PSO constants, one increases the chances of
finding the absolute optimum point in the objective function.
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5.10.3 Using PSO to find the best bin combination in the AVISD algorithm
Here the goal is to find the perfect bin configuration to minimize the runtime for the AVI
binning algorithm. If as many bins as there are finite elements are chosen, each element
will be updated by it’s exact required time-step, not any smaller time-step. So the work
required to update each element will be minimum. On the other hand, more bins will lead
to more kernel runs and to pay the kernel overhead has to be paid. The number of bins
and also the size of each bin are the needed parameters and the process of finding them is
nonlinear.
The input here is the inherent time-step of each element. Each problem has a different
bin combination. In order to represent the bins, each bin size is introduced as an independent
variable. This way, the bins will always keep their order and the maximum and minimum
ranges of the bins do not switch places.
The PSO method can be used to find the suitable bin combination that reduces the
runtime. The objective function in the AVI binning algorithm is the runtime. Each particle
in this method would be a set of bin combinations.
The problem input is:
E = {δt1, δt2, · · · , δtn} (72)
In which E represents the set of time-steps of all elements, δti is the inherent stability
time-step of bin i and n is the number of finite elements.
A bin combination can be represented as follows:
T = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τb} (73)
In which T is the set of time-step sizes, b is the number of bins and τi is the size of bin
i.
By definition:
tmin = minE (74)




τj) + tmin (75)
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t2i = t1i + τi (76)
Here, t1i and t2i are the lower and upper bounds of bin i. Any element with the inherent
time-step in that range belongs to this bin.
When using PSO, each particle represents one instance of E defined in equation 72. The
PSO algorithm searching for optimum bin combination is represented in Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 Searching for the optimum bin combination using Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion
1: Solution← (0, ∅,∞) . The output contains the number of bins and the bin
configuration bin pair, corresponding to the optimum solution. Here the initial values
are: Solution.b = 0, Solution.P = ∅, Solution.cost =∞
2: P ← Random values of size bmax . Initiation
3: v ← 0
4: Pbest← P
5: [fmin, p]← min(F (P )) . fmin: minimum value of F (P ) and p the minimizing element
6: gbest← p
7: for iter = 1 : m do
8: for i = 1 : n do
9: vi = vi + c1 ∗ rand() ∗ (gbest− Pi) + c2 ∗ rand() ∗ (pbest− Pi)
10: Pi = Pi + vi
11: [fmin, p]← min(F (Pi, P besti))
12: Pbesti = p . the minimizing factor in particle i among all iterations
13: [fmin, p]← min(F (P, gbest))
14: gbest← p . the minimizing factor among all particles and all iterations
15: if F (gbest) < F (Solution.P ) then . replace the solution if the new found point has a
lower cost
16: Solution.P = gbest
17: Solution.b = ib
18: Output Solution
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The method demonstrated in algorithm 8 is used for maximum number of bins expected.
That means given the maximum possible number of bins (can come from an educated guess,
or just a large number that makes the ratio of number of elements to the number of bins
greater than or equal to number of available cores), the best combination of the bins is
obtained.
If for example, bmax is chosen to be 100 and the best bin configuration is composed of 12
bins, automatically during the iterations, the bins will go out of the {tmin · · · tmax} range
and only 12 of the bins will contain any elements and the rest 88 will be empty. After the
optimization process is finished, the bins are post-processed and the empty ones are deleted.
This way, without initially knowing the best number of bins, the optimum number of bins
is reached automatically.
By each bin choice, each element must be put in its relevant bin and compute the number
of elements in each bin and form the vector of bin sizes in equation 64. Then by computing
u from equation 67 and computing k from equation 68, the cost function of equation 69 can
be computed. This process is equivalent to the function F is algorithm 9.
5.10.4 The choice of Initial Population
The common procedure in choosing the initial particles in the PSO method is to choose a
completely random initial values. A series of random population will lead to a wide searching
range for the optimum value. As the objective function becomes more complicated and the
number of variables increase, having some reasonable guesses between the initial population
becomes inevitable.
Since the objective variable is a vector of bin sizes, not a single number, having a few
educated guesses beside random guesses will aid in reaching the answer more efficiently.
Choosing different bin counts with equal sizes (1 bin, 2 equal bins, 3 equal bins, up to
half of the number of particles, which is 10) is the approach used here. This gives the solver
the chance to find the results of equally sized bins with different number of bins and hold
a balance between regular bins and random bins. Also, a gradually doubling of the bin
sizes is used as another guess, since this choice of bins have proved to be very good at some
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problems in the original spatial decomposition algorithm[29]. The rest of the bin sizes are
chosen at random.
In the current work, half of the initial guesses are chosen regularly and half randomly,
along with one matching the spatial decomposition algorithm.
5.10.5 Tuning of the PSO method
The parameters C1 and C2, the size of initial population and the number of PSO iterations
are the 4 parameters that can be changed and the PSO method here can be tuned based
on them.
By using simulated annealing, these parameters were defined to minimize the efforts to
reach the optimized value faster and in a more stable fashion. The simulated annealing
used here is changing variables one by one slightly seeking for the best combination. The
chosen parameters are:
 C1 = 10−6
 C2 = 2 ∗ 10−6
 Number of particles (Size of population): 20
 Number Iterations: 100
5.10.6 Statistical Analysis of the PSO method in AVISD
Since the PSO method does not guarantee finding the “best” bin configuration, there is a
need to analyze the accuracy, sensitivity and stability of this method. In order to verify
these factors, several test cases have run, each with a population of 50. That is, the PSO
method is run 50 times for each case and the average and standard deviation of the predicted
cost will be declared, along with the cost of the naive method.
Here, 4 cases are studied and the results are illustrated. Throughout this dissertation, all




 265626 linear tetrahedral (LTH) Elements.
 Fully supported on all faces.
 Constant uniform step load in the beginning of simulation, as a body force.
Figure 5.11: Case 1 LTH mesh.
In Figure 5.11, the mesh is depicted for case 1. 8 points are chosen and the mesh has




























Cost Comparison, Standard Deviation of costs - Case 1
Figure 5.12: Case 1 results.
In Figure 5.12, as is the case for Figures 5.14, 5.16 and 5.18, the standard deviation
is marked on the chart as an I-shape on the bar. The naive method includes 0 standard
deviation as there is no uncertainty in it, however, there is a nonzero standard deviation of
about 15, which is 3% of the total cost 450, has been measured. These result are measured
as part of actual sampling of size 50. In this figure, we see different cross-sections of the
same mesh at 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the depth in X-direction.
5.10.6.2 Case 2
 418780 2D constant strain triangles (CST) Elements.
 Simply supported on all edges.
 Plane stress behavior
 Constant uniform body force step load in the beginning of simulation in X direction.
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Figure 5.13: Case 2 Mesh.




























Cost Comparison, Standard Deviation of costs - Case 2
Figure 5.14: Case 2 results.
Figure 5.14 compares the naive method with the AVISD method in cost. The AVISD
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method’s cost is averaged among 50 samples and the standard deviation is marked over the
bar with an I-shape symbol indicating the range.
5.10.6.3 Case 3
 160,000 MINDLIN plate Elements.
 Simply supported on all edges.
 Constant uniform pressure load in the beginning of simulation applied normal to the
plane.
Figure 5.15: Case 3 Mesh.


























Cost Comparison, Standard Deviation of costs - Case 3
Figure 5.16: Case 3 results.
Figure 5.16 compares the naive method with the AVISD method in cost. The AVISD
method’s cost is averaged among 50 samples and the standard deviation is marked over the
bar with an I-shape symbol indicating the range.
5.10.6.4 Case 4
 160,000 MINDLIN plate Elements.
 Simply supported on all edges.
 Constant uniform pressure load in the beginning of simulation applied normal to the
plane.
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Figure 5.17: Case 4 Mesh.
























Cost Comparison, Standard Deviation of costs - Case 4
Figure 5.18: Case 4 results.
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Figure 5.18 compares the naive method with the AVISD method in cost. The AVISD
method’s cost is averaged among 50 samples and the standard deviation is marked over the
bar with an I-shape symbol indicating the range.
As can be seen in the mentioned figures, the standard deviation of the predicted cost for
the AVISD method using the PSO method is negligible compared to the total cost. This
shows that the use of the PSO method here is dependable and stable in this application.
5.11 Assessing the effectiveness of the PSO algorithm for the AVISD
method
At this stage, the performance of the PSO method in finding an acceptable bin combination
is examined. For different examples, the time cost of the PSO method is compared with




Figure 5.19: Case 1 Mesh. A coarser mesh (54000 elements) is demonstrated so the details
of the mesh are more distinguishable. The mesh is uniform everywhere except for the edges
and 9 dots, where the mesh gradually becomes much finer. This is a good example to test
the performance of the model in a situation where there are multiple mesh concentration
and in different forms (Local in the dots, distributed along the edges).
Case 1 is consisted of 418,780 2D CST elements, as shown in Figure 5.19. 9 points are





















Figure 5.20: Case 1 time cost comparison
The time costs are compared in Figure 5.20. The costs are measured from actual simu-
lations. The choice of 3 bins with the naive method is taking less run-time compared to all
other cases.
Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 demonstrate the choice of bins by different methods. The
PSO method automatically has chosen the number of bins and the size of each bin.
Figure 5.21: Case 1 - Two uniform bins. Each color represents a specific bin, where elements
in that neighborhood are members of it.
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Figure 5.22: Case 1 - Three uniform bins
Figure 5.23: Case 1 - Three PSO chosen bins
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5.11.1.2 Case 2
Figure 5.24: Case 2 Mesh
Case 2 is consisted of 160,000 Mindlin plate elements, as shown in Figure 5.24. The time
costs are compared in Figure 5.25. Again, the time-costs are measured from actual simula-


















Figure 5.25: Case 2 time cost comparison
Figures 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28 demonstrate the choice of bins by different methods. The
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PSO method automatically has chosen the number of bins and the size of each bin.
Figure 5.26: Case 2 - Four uniform bins
Figure 5.27: Case 2 - Ten uniform bins
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Figure 5.28: Case 2 - Four PSO chosen bins
5.11.1.3 Case 3
Figure 5.29: Case 3 Mesh
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Case 3 is consisted of 160,000 Mindlin plate elements, as shown in Figure 5.29.
The time costs are compared in Figure 5.30. The PSO method has chosen 7 bins and





















Figure 5.30: Case 3 time cost comparison
5.11.2 Analysis of the Results
In all cases, the PSO chosen bin configuration works better and faster than any other
heuristically chosen bin configuration. The number of bins are automatically determined
and there is no need for a trial and error. That is to say, in heuristic method of choosing
the bins, one might choose different number of bins with uniform sizes and measure the
run-time, while with the PSO method, the bin-sizes do not have to be uniform and the
choice of bins are chosen before the simulation starts, just once.
5.12 Assessing the accuracy of the performance model.
At this point, there is a need to compare the predicted time cost with the actual implemen-
tation costs for different mesh composed of various elements and determine the effectiveness
of the performance model. For this purpose, tens of simulations with various mesh con-
figurations, element counts, element types and simulation durations have been performed.
Then, the percentage of error in the prediction of the run-time is reported for each case.
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5.12.1 MINDLIN elements
The test cases are described in a Table 5.5 and Figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 represent the
mesh types as described in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: MINDLIN element test cases estimated time cost versus measured run-time
Test Case Mesh Type No.of.Elems Duration (s) Predicted Cost (s) Actual (measured) Cost (s) Error %
1 Type 2 160000 0.0001 13 13 0.67
2 Type 3 160000 0.0001 97 100 -2.88
3 Type 1 40000 0.0005 5 5 -0.76
4 Type 1 90000 0.0005 11 10 5.87
5 Type 1 160000 0.0005 19 16 13.74
6 Type 2 160000 0.0005 65 62 4.77
7 Type 3 160000 0.0005 481 489 -1.73
8 Type 1 40000 0.001 10 9 9.26
9 Type 1 90000 0.001 21 19 10.52
10 Type 1 160000 0.001 37 33 10.99
11 Type 2 160000 0.001 132 133 -0.57
12 Type 3 160000 0.001 1005 1027 -2.16
13 Type 1 40000 0.002 20 18 9.26
14 Type 1 90000 0.002 42 38 10.52
15 Type 1 160000 0.002 74 65 12.34
16 Type 2 160000 0.002 261 252 3.41
17 Type 3 160000 0.002 1924 1934 -0.54
18 Type 1 40000 0.01 99 94 5.22
19 Type 1 90000 0.01 212 228.609 -7.67
20 Type 1 160000 0.01 371 321 13.41
21 Type 2 160000 0.01 1298 1316 -1.39
22 Type 3 160000 0.01 10260 10255 0.04
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Figure 5.31: Type 1 8-node MINDLIN plate element Mesh
Figure 5.32: Type 2 8-node MINDLIN plate element Mesh
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Figure 5.33: Type 3 8-node MINDLIN plate element Mesh














MINDLIN elements time cost Prediction Error %
Figure 5.34: Error in time cost estimation for each Mindlin element test case.
Figure 5.34 shows the error percentage between the performance model prediction and
the actual measured run-time from simulation.
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5.12.2 CST elements
The test cases are described in a Table 5.6 and Figures 5.35, 5.36, 5.37, 5.38, 5.39, 5.40,
5.41, 5.42, 5.43, 5.44 and 5.45 represent the mesh types in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: CST element test cases estimated time cost versus
measured run-time
Case No. Mesh Type No.of.Elems Duration(s) Predicted(s) Measured(s) Error %
1 Type 1 110909 0.001 46 47 -2.80
2 Type 2 101465 0.001 122 116 4.71
3 Type 3 35136 0.001 24 26 -6.15
4 Type 4 132111 0.001 52 53 -2.53
5 Type 4 137960 0.001 27 26 4.65
6 Type 4 123332 0.001 25 23 6.70
7 Type 5 134514 0.001 66 68 -3.59
8 Type 8 137199 0.001 109 100 7.96
9 Type 6 132716 0.001 212 205 3.16
10 Type 9 119311 0.001 83 76 8.89
11 Type 10 169904 0.001 47 48 -2.89
12 Type 10 129563 0.001 33 31 5.48
13 Type 10 102280 0.001 24 24 1.94
14 Type 10 74859 0.001 17 18 -4.54
15 Type 10 57692 0.001 13 13 -1.71
16 Type 10 36941 0.001 9 9 -3.39
17 Type 10 20604 0.001 5 5 6.00
18 Type 5 28890 0.001 17 18 -6.35
19 Type 5 54537 0.001 27 30 -9.34
20 Type 5 81661 0.001 40 43 -6.17
21 Type 5 103946 0.001 48 51 -5.45
22 Type 5 107898 0.001 44 47 -6.15
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Table 5.6 (continued).
23 Type 5 134989 0.001 66 69 -4.72
24 Type 5 158164 0.001 78 82 -5.64
25 Type 5 185306 0.001 92 97 -5.18
26 Type 5 219037 0.001 112 113 -1.30
27 Type 5 267193 0.001 140 143 -2.44
28 Type 5 332211 0.001 179 189 -5.30
29 Type 5 418780 0.001 252 276 -9.40
30 Type 5 28890 0.005 85 87 -2.81
31 Type 5 54537 0.005 137 147 -7.14
32 Type 5 81661 0.005 202 216 -6.71
33 Type 5 103946 0.005 242 256 -5.89
34 Type 5 107898 0.005 221 230 -3.92
35 Type 5 134989 0.005 330 347 -5.30
36 Type 5 158164 0.005 388 408 -5.12
37 Type 5 185306 0.005 461 488 -5.85
38 Type 5 219037 0.005 558 568 -1.86
39 Type 5 267193 0.005 698 698 -0.05
40 Type 5 332211 0.005 904 933 -3.22
41 Type 5 418780 0.005 1264 1366 -8.08
42 Type 2 19436 0.001 22 23 -3.61
43 Type 2 32818 0.001 37 38 -3.83
44 Type 2 64442 0.001 68 64 5.47
45 Type 2 101820 0.001 122 115 5.75
46 Type 2 132708 0.001 169 177 -4.44
47 Type 2 180862 0.001 234 250 -6.92
48 Type 2 261516 0.001 356 364 -2.11
49 Type 2 337831 0.001 500 522 -4.49
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Table 5.6 (continued).
50 Type 2 409217 0.001 615 601 2.30
51 Type 2 19436 0.005 111 108 2.69
52 Type 2 32818 0.005 183 177 3.28
53 Type 2 64442 0.005 339 320 5.47
54 Type 2 101820 0.005 652 701 -7.46
55 Type 2 132708 0.005 848 867 -2.30
56 Type 2 180862 0.005 1169 1210 -3.55
57 Type 2 261516 0.005 1779 1855 -4.29
58 Type 2 337831 0.005 2497 2608 -4.44
59 Type 2 409217 0.005 3076 3006 2.27
60 Type 11 23868 0.001 5 6 -9.40
61 Type 11 34784 0.001 7 7 3.96
62 Type 11 56819 0.001 12 12 -1.49
63 Type 11 95531 0.001 20 20 1.84
64 Type 11 132530 0.001 31 29 5.51
65 Type 11 170182 0.001 41 40 2.81
66 Type 11 23868 0.005 27 29 -5.76
67 Type 11 34784 0.005 36 39 -7.03
68 Type 11 56819 0.005 59 61 -3.19
69 Type 11 95531 0.005 102 104 -2.09
70 Type 11 132530 0.005 153 148 3.55
71 Type 11 170182 0.005 206 205 0.38
72 Type 1 110909 0.008 366 380 -3.91
73 Type 2 101465 0.008 1040 1123 -8.01
74 Type 3 35136 0.008 196 204 -4.11
75 Type 4 132111 0.008 414 423 -2.27
76 Type 4 137960 0.008 218 211 3.28
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Table 5.6 (continued).
77 Type 4 123332 0.008 197 192 2.64
78 Type 5 134514 0.008 525 551 -4.93
79 Type 8 137199 0.008 869 834 4.05
80 Type 6 132716 0.008 1694 1762 -4.03
81 Type 7 141547 0.008 1086 1035 4.72
82 Type 9 119311 0.008 667 638 4.39
83 Type 10 169904 0.008 373 380 -1.84
84 Type 10 129563 0.008 262 255 2.81
85 Type 10 102280 0.008 196 192 1.94
86 Type 10 74859 0.008 138 140 -1.64
87 Type 10 57692 0.008 102 104 -1.71
88 Type 10 36941 0.008 70 72 -3.39
89 Type 10 20604 0.008 43 45 -5.75
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Figure 5.35: Type 1 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with finer mesh at a line in the
middle and on the edges.
Figure 5.36: Type 2 2D CST element Mesh. Rectangular plate with three interior holes.
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Figure 5.37: Type 3 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with finer mesh on three edges
Figure 5.38: Type 4 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with finer mesh around 9 circles
and the edges.
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Figure 5.39: Type 5 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with finer mesh at 9 points.
Figure 5.40: Type 6 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with a linear gradient of the
change in element size.
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Figure 5.41: Type 7 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with a quadratic gradient of the
change in element size.
Figure 5.42: Type 8 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with a cubic gradient of the
change in element size.
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Figure 5.43: Type 9 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with a quartic gradient of the
change in element size.
Figure 5.44: Type 10 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with finer mesh on 6 interior
lines.
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Figure 5.45: Type 11 2D CST element Mesh. Square mesh with mesh finer on all edges.














CST elements time cost Prediction Error %
Figure 5.46: Error in time cost estimation for each CST element test case.
5.12.3 LTH elements
The test cases are described in a Table 5.7 and Figures 5.47, 5.48, 5.49 and 5.50 represent
the mesh types as described in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: LTH element test cases estimated time cost versus
measured run-time
Case No. Mesh Type No.of.Elems Duration(s) Predicted(s) Measured(s) Error %
1 Type 1 123615 0.0005 7 7 0.65
2 Type 1 164019 0.0005 10 10 -4.68
3 Type 1 316541 0.0005 19 19 1.99
4 Type 2 66337 0.0005 5 5 6.81
5 Type 2 105118 0.0005 9 9 -4.30
6 Type 2 141207 0.0005 11 11 -2.35
7 Type 2 273742 0.0005 23 23 -2.06
8 Type 2 288718 0.0005 24 24 -2.07
9 Type 3 37495 0.0005 4 4 1.67
10 Type 3 62283 0.0005 6 6 -4.15
11 Type 3 99602 0.0005 8 9 -7.65
12 Type 3 265626 0.0005 22 23 -5.28
13 Type 3 295911 0.0005 25 25 0.57
14 Type 4 25188 0.0005 2 2 -8.05
15 Type 4 326845 0.0005 25 24 6.05
16 Type 1 123615 0.001 14 13 8.39
17 Type 1 164019 0.001 19 19 0.36
18 Type 1 316541 0.001 39 37 4.72
19 Type 1 363788 0.001 173 165 4.77
20 Type 2 25178 0.001 5 5 4.24
21 Type 2 66337 0.001 11 10 6.81
22 Type 2 105118 0.001 17 16 7.67
23 Type 2 141207 0.001 21 22 -2.32
24 Type 2 273742 0.001 45 45 0.13
25 Type 2 288718 0.001 47 46 2.14
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Table 5.7 (continued).
26 Type 3 265626 0.001 45 46 -1.97
27 Type 3 295911 0.001 50 53 -5.13
28 Type 4 326845 0.001 51 50 2.56
29 Type 1 164019 0.005 95 89 7.13
30 Type 1 316541 0.005 194 190 1.95
31 Type 2 66337 0.005 53 49 9.02
32 Type 2 105118 0.005 86 82 5.01
33 Type 2 141207 0.005 107 108 -0.48
34 Type 2 273742 0.005 225 229 -1.64
35 Type 2 288718 0.005 235 233 0.85
36 Type 3 37495 0.005 41 41 -0.73
37 Type 3 62283 0.005 57 58 -0.98
38 Type 3 99602 0.005 83 89 -6.58
39 Type 3 131935 0.005 111 121 -8.19
40 Type 3 265626 0.005 225 245 -7.96
41 Type 3 295911 0.005 241 256 -6.01
42 Type 4 326845 0.005 254 236 7.74
43 Type 1 164019 0.01 191 177 7.72
44 Type 1 316541 0.01 387 368 5.30
45 Type 1 363788 0.01 1725 1603 7.59
46 Type 2 66337 0.01 107 98 9.11
47 Type 2 105118 0.01 172 168 2.55
48 Type 2 141207 0.01 215 215 0.02
49 Type 2 288718 0.01 470 463 1.52
50 Type 3 37495 0.01 81 81 0.43
51 Type 3 62283 0.01 115 121 -5.01
52 Type 3 99602 0.01 166 176 -5.54
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Table 5.7 (continued).
53 Type 3 131935 0.01 222 242 -8.18
54 Type 3 265626 0.01 434 480 -9.48
55 Type 4 295911 0.01 503 529 -4.94
56 Type 4 326845 0.01 510 492 3.71
Figure 5.47: Type 1 3D LTH element Mesh. Cube with mesh finer across a plane.
Figure 5.48: Type 2 3D LTH element Mesh. Cube with mesh finer across three parallel
planes.
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Figure 5.49: Type 3 3D LTH element Mesh. Cube with mesh finer at 8 interior nodes.
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Figure 5.50: Type 4 3D LTH element Mesh. Cube with mesh finer around a spherical
region inside the cube.
















LTH Predicted time cost Error %
Figure 5.51: Error in time cost estimation for each LTH element test case.
5.12.4 Discussion
In all three elements, the performance model predicts the time cost within 15% of the actual
measured results for MINDLIN elements and 10% for CST and LTH elements. This change
is negligible since the performance improvement by the AVISD method, as demonstrated
in the figures for the test cases in section 5.11, is much higher.
The difference between the predicted and actual costs is due to the several factors:
 Data coherence: It is not possible in a finite elements mesh to number all elements
perfectly so all the data needed by computing cores with consecutive id’s are located
in the same order. This causes some incoherence in data that is aleatoric in nature
which affects the run-time.
 The GPU driver does not guarantee a constant kernel cost and this cost can vary
slightly, up to 20% in author’s experience on a Windows 7 OS.
The time performance model is merely a means to optimize the bin combination. It
is a means to compare different combinations and its accuracy per-se is not required for
satisfactory results. The 10-15% difference between the predicted and actual run-times is
considered reasonable.
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5.13 A more Comprehensive Performance Model
Assuming that in the course of an Explicit FEM simulation, the elements are updated in
groups with a constant time-step for each group (As is the case for the naive algorithm,
the Spatial Decomposition Algorithm and the AVISD algorithm), the number of groups is
b, the number of total element updates can be computed according to equation 67 and the
number of kernels is computed by equation 68. Substituting all of them into equation 69






































In which Ω is the kernel overhead explained in section 5.4.2. W and M are also the
work and memory requirement associated with updating a single element and ρ and β
are the computational throughput and memory bandwidth of the device as mentioned in
section 5.4.1.
The factor ξ is a reducing factor which incorporates kernel occupancy. Kernel occupancy
is a measure of the utilization of the resources of a compute unit on a GPU. Lower occupancy
does not necessarily mean poorer performance. Volkov[91] showed that some algorithms
work better in lower occupancy. In a practical problem, the lowest occupancy Volkov used
was 30%. Lower occupancies can affect the performance of a kernel.
Occupancy is affected by different factors. These factors are the local memory used,
number of scalar graphical registers (SGPRs) and the number of vector graphical registers
(VGPRs).
Decreasing the number of registers means loading less variables into computing registers.
In the current application, this means less variables can be retained and some variables need
to be overwritten and reloaded again multiple times and this leads to a higher cache-miss,
which in turn will lead to a higher memory transfer requirement and higher time cost.
Next, another previously mentioned parameter called Kernel Occupancy is studies, mea-
sured and its effect of the performance is studied. On the following machine: AMD Radeon
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Table 5.8: Kernel occupancy percentage for different elements
Element Type: MINDLIN CST LTH
K. Occupancy: 10% 30% 20%
7970 GPU, 3GB DDR5 memory, engine clock: 925 MHz, Memory clock: 1375 MHz, mem-
ory bandwidth: 264 GB/s, 2048 Stream Processing Units, as measured by OpenCL profiler,
the kernel occupancy for the following elements are as follows:
The above values in Table 5.8 are measured by OpenXL, an OpenCL code profiler. From








in which w is the computational work in flop units needed for updating one element
and m is the memory transfer need for one element. Now the value of ξ in equation 79 is
measured, by having all machine parameters and measuring run-times.
For an AMD 7970, rho is around 240GFlop/s for one 4-way SIMD operation and β is
264GB/s.
For updating each element, three kernels are executed for updating positions, forces,
and velocities.
For any of the three MINDLIN, CST and LTH elements, one test case is run and the
results are provided here in Tables 5.9, reftab:kernels˙cost˙LTH and 5.11.
Table 5.9: CST element costs
UNIT: flop flop KB KB FLOP Bytes
Item: VALUInsts SALUInsts Fetch Size Write Size nelem nnode w m
kernel 1 29 12 2979 1489 148096 76240 30.2 59
kernel 2 226 18 69154 39490 148096 76240 244 734
kernel 3 109 43 21031 1192 148096 76240 152 291
Sum: 437 1084
Table 5.9 shows the work in FLOPS and memory transfer in Bytes that is needed by
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every element, for each of the three Kernels for the AVISD method for 2D CST elements.
Table 5.10: LTH element costs
UNIT: flop flop KB KB 0 0 FLOP Bytes
Item: VALUInsts SALUInsts Fetch Size Write Size nelem nnode w m
kernel 1 31 12 26524 15838 160000 481616 43 88
kernel 2 8084 714 804242 882888 160000 481616 8798 10545
kernel 3 114 30 85163 17192 160000 481616 144 213
Sum: 8985 10845
Table 5.10 shows the work in FLOPS and memory transfer in Bytes that is needed by
every element, for each of the three Kernels for the AVISD method for 3D LTH elements.
Table 5.11: Mindlin element costs
UNIT: flop flop KB KB 0 0 FLOP Bytes
Item: VALUInsts SALUInsts Fetch Size Write Size nelem nnode w m
kernel 1 29 13 1198 665.97 123615 21885 42 85
kernel 2 419 17 43253 37534 123615 21885 436 654
kernel 3 280 127 28480 798.56 123615 21885 407 1338
Sum: 885 2077
Table 5.11 shows the work in FLOPS and memory transfer in Bytes that is needed by
every element, for each of the three Kernels for the AVISD method for MINDLIN plate
elements.
Table 5.12: Work and memory transfer amount for each tested element type.
CST LTH Mindlin
w(FLOP) 437 8985 885
m(Bytes) 1084 10845 2077
Table 5.12 summarize the demand on memory and computational units for a single
element. According to the equation 79, the predicted α1 value for various elements with
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ξ = 1 are shown in Table 5.13:
Table 5.13: Work and memory transfer amount for each tested element type.
CST LTH Mindlin
α1 5.95e-9 1.16e-8 7.9e-8
The values from regression analysis of the test cases are shown in Table 5.14:
Table 5.14: Regression analysis cost-per-element values for each element type.
CST LTH Mindlin
α1 6.19e-9 1.14e-8 1.43e-7
By comparing Table 5.13 with Table 5.14, it is evident that the costs yielded by regression
analysis are very close to the one by analyzing the algorithm using the profiler and the
formulation of equation 79, except for the MINDLIN plate element. By having Table
5.8 in mind, the role of low kernel occupancy becomes evident. By choosing ξ = 3, the
alpha1 value for the MINDLIN plate element becomes: 1.55 ∗ 10−7, which means not all
the computational units can be summoned at the same time on this particular GPU for
this particular algorithm and implementation. Using a higher kernel occupancy might not
help the run-time much because then there will be more cache misses and more memory
bandwidth will be required.
The cost of the PSO optimization is very small (15-20 seconds) compared to the actual
simulation time which can be up to hours. It is possible to perform the optimization
process and update the time-step requirements every few time-steps to ensure that changes
in the mesh, which can be due to deformations and fracture, are considered in the stability
time-step requirement. The stability time-step depends on the size of the element and the
deformations during the simulation change the element size.
5.14 Defining Benchmark problems, machine-specific tuning
In order to find the system parameters α1 and α2, a tuning process can be designed to
compute them. A few small tests and time-measurements can find the parameters that
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define the performance model.
The test cases in section 5.12, can be used to capture these parameters. The number of
element updates and kernels for each case is output by the program. These numbers will
be used in a bilinear regression analysis to compute the parameters according to equation
69.
By defining these benchmark problems, on each machine, relevant parameters according
to the current machine architecture and specifications are computed and the AVISD method
can work efficiently based on any machine’s specific details and be tuned specifically for that
machine.
5.15 Testing on different platforms
In this section, various GPU’s and operating systems are tested to show benchmark problems
computing the constants in the performance model as shown in Table 5.15.
Table 5.15: Specifications of the test platforms
System OS GPU
1 Windows 7 PC AMD Radeon HD 7970
2 Linux, RedHat Enterprise Server 6.3 NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan
3 Linux, Ubuntu server 15.04 AMD Radeon HD R9 280X
The benchmark problems used here are the same as described in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
Table 5.16: Performance model constants for each system and each element
System α1 α2 α1 α2 α1 α2
1 1.4E-07 5.5E-04 6.2E-09 3.5E-04 1.1E-08 3.7E-04
2 2.7E-07 2.9E-04 7.1E-09 2.2E-04 1.7E-08 1.8E-04
3 1.4E-07 3.5E-04 4.8E-09 1.4E-04 7.8E-09 2.3E-04
LTHCSTMindlin
Element
In Table 5.16, the values for alpha1 and alpha2 according to equation 69 are displayed.
These values are computed based on the benchmark problems. The results indicate that
the kernel overhead is much lower on Linux platforms compared to Windows.
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Up to this stage, the program has computed the constants to the performance model.
At this point for specific test cases, the measured run-time for each platform is reported:
Table 5.17: The measured run-time for three test cases for the three platforms
Case Mesh Platform 3 Platform 1 Platform 2
1 Mindlin Type 2 670 1120 590
2 CST Type 5 966 1002 723
3 LTH Type 3 455 544 326
runtime (s)
Table 5.17 shows the measured run-times. The mesh types in this table are illustrated
in Figures 5.32, 5.39 and 5.49.
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CHAPTER VI
FUTURE OF PARALLEL EXPLICIT FEM
In 2010, Nickolls et al. predicted that the GPUs will continue to scale in performance
about 50 percent per year[62]. Similarly, the GPU bandwidth is predicted to grow 25%
every year[72]. This predicted exponential growth is very promising and leads to the pre-
diction that in the near future, GPU’s can become a major computational tool available to
engineers.
It is possible to use the current performance models presented in Chapter 5 to predict,
to some extent, the performance of the AVISD method in the near future. This provides
insight into the machine parameters that must improve and which improvements in fu-
ture computers can maximize and optimize the application of GPU’s in an explicit FEM
application.
6.1 Evolution of GPU systems
As mentioned before, Nickolls predicted an exponential growth in GPU computational
throughput[62]. In the time period 2010-2014, this prediction can be evaluated. All major
NVIDIA GPU’s up to the latest major release are included in Table 6.1, and visualized in
Figure 6.1. As seen in the figure, the prediction appears to be valid for the time period
shown.
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Table 6.1: Single Precision throughput of NVIDIA GPUs over time since 2010.
Model Launch Actual Predicted
GeForce GTX 480 Mar-10 1345 1345
GeForce GTX 590 Mar-11 2488 2013
GeForce GTX 680 Mar-12 3090 3016
GeForce GTX Titan Feb-13 4500 4381
GeForce GTX Titan Z Mar-14 8122 6726
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NVIDIA GPUs' throughput evolution (GFLOPS), 
compared to Nickolls prediction in 2010 
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of NVIDIA GPUs compared to the predicted values by Nickolls[62]
6.2 Future systems performance model
According to equation 78, the parameters ρ, β and Ω play a key role and represent the
machine specifications’ effect on the run-time. Earlier in Chapter 5, discussions about ρ
and β were made. The computational throughput, ρ, is expected to double every two
years and β, the data bandwidth between device memory and device computing registers
is expected to grow 25% every year.
The parameter Ω depends on a variety of factors such as the graphics driver software,
GPU hardware, memory bandwidth between GPU and host, etc. No predictions could be
found or made by the author at this point, but various rates of change in Ω can be examined
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and the behavior based on different rates can be demonstrated. At this point, there is a
need to generate the time costs for future years based on predictions and compare the naive
method and the AVISD method, since all methods were shown to be a special case of the
AVISD method, AVISD method here will only be compared with the naive method to check
if there is a need for complicated algorithms in the future, or if a method as simple as the
naive method is sufficient.
The parameter Ω describes the cost for each kernel run. As it decreases, more kernels
can be run with less penalty. This allows having more bins and so doing less extra work
such as updating elements more frequently than needed.
When Ω becomes very small, the behavior gets closer being work-optimal. As more bins
are used, less unnecessary updates are made. In the following figures, the effects of changes
in Ω on the number of bins in the future is examined.
The meshes used here to represent the MINDLIN, CST and LTH elements are demon-




















CST element efficient number of bins
kd=1 kd=1.4 kd=1.8 kd=2.2 kd=2.6
Figure 6.2: Number of efficient bins for a CST mesh, over time
kd is the rate the kernel overhead decreases over time. kd = x means Ω , is halved every
x years.
Figure 6.2 shows the efficient number of bins, with different values of kd, predicted by
paraDyn software for a 2D CST element mesh. With low values of kd, more number of bins
are required for efficient behavior, which means the naive is no longer the efficient method
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and more complicated binning is required to achieve the best performance.
This is favorable because the more number of bins used, the more work efficient the























Figure 6.3: Number of efficient bin for an LTH mesh, over time
Figure 6.3 shows the efficient number of bins, with different values of kd, predicted by
paraDyn software, for an LTH 3D mesh. For kd values lower than 2.6, the number of bins
























Figure 6.4: Number of efficient bin for a MINDLIN mesh, over time
Figure 6.4 shows the efficient number of bins, with different values of kd, predicted by
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CST elements cost comparison - kd=1
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.5: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, CST element,
kd = 1
As seen in Figure 6.5, for kd = 1, the AVISD method maintains its lead over the naive
















CST elements cost comparison - kd=3
Naïve method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.6: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, CST element,
kd = 3
In Figure 6.6, it is evident that for kd = 3, the two method get closer and closer over

















CST elements cost comparison - kd=4.6
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.7: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, CST element,
kd = 4.6
















LTH elements cost comparison - kd=1
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.8: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, LTH element,
kd = 1
Figure 6.8, for kd = 1, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to the
















LTH elements cost comparison - kd=3
Naïve method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.9: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, LTH element,
kd = 3
Figure 6.9, for kd = 3, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to the















LTH elements cost comparison - kd=4.6
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.10: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, LTH element,
kd = 4.6
Figure 6.10, for kd = 4.6, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to














MINDLIN elements cost comparison - kd=1
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.11: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, MINDLIN ele-
ment, kd = 1
Figure 6.11, for kd = 1, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to the













MINDLIN elements cost comparison - kd=3
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.12: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, MINDLIN ele-
ment, kd = 3
Figure 6.12, for kd = 3, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to the














MINDLIN elements cost comparison - kd=4.6
Naïve Method
AVISD Method
Figure 6.13: Comparing the Naive method cost with the AVISD method, MINDLIN ele-
ment, kd = 4.6
Figure 6.13, for kd = 4.6, shows the performance of the AVISD method compared to
the naive method for a MINLIN plate mesh.
6.3 Work efficiency analysis







Where dti is the time-step of element i and tf is the total simulation time.





In which umin is the minimum number of updates and u is the real number of updates
defined in equation 67.



















CST element work inefficiency
kd=1 kd=1.4 kd=1.8
kd=2.2 kd=2.6 kd=3
Figure 6.14: Inefficiency changes for a CST mesh, over time

















LTH element work inefficiency
kd=1 kd=1.4 kd=1.8 kd=2.2
kd=2.6 kd=3 kd=3.4 kd=3.8
kd=4.2 kd=4.6
Figure 6.15: Inefficiency changes for a LTH mesh, over time




















Mindlin element work inefficiency
kd=1 kd=1.4 kd=1.8 kd=2.2 kd=2.6 kd=3
Figure 6.16: Inefficiency changes for a MINDLIN mesh, over time
Figure 6.16 shows inefficiency for different values of kd for a MINDLIN element mesh.
6.4 Suggestions
As seen in Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, the smaller kd, meaning the faster the kernel cost drops,
the larger the number of efficient bins become. Thus the kernel cost drops, having more
bins results in increased performance.
This fact can be confirmed in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. The work inefficiency drops
faster for smaller numbers of kd.
Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 show the larger kd, the closer
AVISD method’s cost gets to the naive method’s cost. This confirms the results shown in
the inefficiency charts.
According to the above results, although the behavior also depends on the mesh type
and configuration, a kd value of at least 2.2 is required to maintain the current inefficiency
and not lose more efficiency.
Also, if kd is more that that, meaning the kernel cost does not drop as much as other
machine parameters, at some point in the future, the naive method can potentially become
the most efficient solution. This is not a desirable result because the naive method does
the most unnecessary work as shown in Chapter 3. In an explicit dynamic analysis with a
GPU, the role of kernel overhead is one of the primary factors in the performance and as
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mentioned above, improvement in the kernel cost is needed to maximize the performance
gained from a GPU device.
Finally, the suggestion are:
 The change in kernel cost, which depends on the architecture and GPU driver software
has to keep up with the growth of the computational power of the GPU in order
to prevent further increase in “inefficiency”. For this purpose, a value of kd near
2.5 is needed, which means the kernel cost must be halved every 2.5 years in order
to maintain the level of utilization of the GPU. An increase in the “Inefficiency”
factor means updating elements more than required and therefore performing more
computations than needed.
 If the kernel cost cannot keep up with the computational power, especially for kd > 4,
the naive method can become the lead method and the use of complicated algorithms
is not required in most cases, especially in simple elements such as CST and LTH. In
elements with more complicated internal force function, this issue is less critical. The
underlying software that is needed for the kernel run is the major contributor to a
high kernel overhead.
 Based on the studies in Section 5.15, Linux platforms have less software overhead and
less kernel overhead as a result, exhibit better performance.
 The memory transfer cost is a major cost. Providing higher memory bandwidth can




7.1 Summary and conclusions
The present research demonstrates the potential of Graphical processing units for the ex-
plicit finite elements method (FEM) which is a computationally demanding problem in
computational mechanics.
All of the currently known explicit FEM algorithms were studied, examined and GPU-
friendly algorithms were designed, introduced, and tested on GPU’s. Finally, the reasons
behind the success of some algorithms over others on a GPU system were studied and at
the end, the AVISD (Asynchronous Variational Integrator Spatial Decomposition) algo-
rithm, which is a versatile and flexible algorithm that encompasses all current algorithms,
is introduced.
The flexibility of this algorithm makes it possible to tune this algorithm based on any
underlying hardware, the finite element type, or mesh configuration. For this reason, the
AVISD algorithm is further examined and a general cost performance model is introduced.
After this, using the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method and using the cost
model as the objective function, an optimization process is designed to first tune the per-
formance model’s constants based on the machine, and then tune the algorithm based on
the mesh configuration to theoretically achieve maximum speedup for any problem.
Furthermore, the performance of this algorithm is examined for the hardware advances
predicted for the near future and the cost trends are demonstrated.
The conclusions can be summarized as:
1. Explicit FEM analysis on a GPU is highly dependent on high concurrency and for
this purpose, updating elements in large groups is essential.
2. Data coherence also plays a major role and using data that are stored physically
adjacent to each other is important. For this purpose, updating elements that are
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physically adjacent is essential.
3. By using the AVISD method, all current methods are concentrated in one single
flexible method.
4. A performance model is presented and tested to be able to formulate and predict the
cost of simulation.
5. Using the Performance model and the Particle Swarm Optimization method, the
AVISD method can be tuned for any computer and any given problem. This is the
first work in Explicit FEM that offers problem dependent algorithm optimization
for GPU’s. The AVISD method can be developed for any given element and the
performance model can be tuned for any machine.
6. The size of the problem that can be solved on a GPU depends directly on the device
memory
7.2 Advancements and Contributions to the State-of-the-Art
The main contributions of this dissertation are
 Designing a GPU version of the “Spatial Decomposition” algorithm.
 Introducing the “AVI coloring” algorithm.
 Designing the first mesh-aware and machine-aware explicit FEM algorithm that en-
compasses all other algorithms, called the Asynchronous Variational Integrator Spatial
Decomposition (AVISD) algorithm.
 proposing the first mesh-aware and machine-aware performance model for an explicit
FEM analysis.
 Employing the Particle Swarm Optimization method to tune and adapt the AVISD
algorithm.
 Predicting the cost of the proposed algorithm in the near future using the derived
performance model.
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7.3 The paraDyn software
During the course of this thesis, all the code is developed as a piece of software named
paraDyn, by the author of this dissertation, which can perform explicit FEM analysis using
the various algorithms mentioned in this thesis.
The code is developed using C++ language and the device-side codes are developed using
the OpenCL language. The software accepts the simulation specifications through multiple
input files such as simulation details, element details and material properties. Requested
outputs can be generated as text files and animation of the results is done through generating
input to be post-processed using the TECPLOT software.
7.4 Recommendations for further research
As the current study is limited, the following topics are recommended for further research:
1. Extending the application to multi-GPU machines with shared memory and/or dis-
tributed memory machines. As shown in section 3.4.1, the studied GPU’s showed
potential for a scalable Explicit FEM analysis on a shared memory system, although
further research is needed.
2. Extending the performance model to encompass multi-GPU applications and include
network bandwidth and latency. The communication cost is another factor that can
become more critical if the data has to be constantly transferred during simulation
over a Local Area Network (LAN).
3. Investigating the renumbering of the nodes based on the nonlinear behavior of each
problem during the simulation to maximize performance. In this research, the nodes
are numbered in the time-step order. This will help elements in the same bin have a
close element index. However, further research is needed to maximize data coherence
based on the physical placement of the elements as well as the time-step.
4. Research adaptive processes and predicting the nonlinear regions in an adaptive pro-
cess to maximize performance. Computing nonlinear forces are usually more costly
and accounting for the cost difference can lead to a better performance algorithm.
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5. Introducing graph partitioning algorithms for the AVISD method to minimize com-
munication costs in a multi-GPU application. Each bin or element can be represented
by a graph node and the communication cost can be the weight on the graph. Suitable
partitioning algorithms according to the graph model can help reduce the amount of
communication in a multi-device solution.
6. Research on possible parallelization over the time domain for linear and possibly
nonlinear problems.
7. Investigate the influence of non-diagonal damping on performance.
8. More research is needed to properly address the physical effects and errors caused by
a diagonal damping matrix and how to derive a proper diagonal damping matrix.
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